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Letter from the Editors

     Human and civil rights have long been codified in foundational documents including the Constitu-
tion of  the United States (1789), the Declaration of  the Rights of  Man and of  the Citizen (1789), and the Uni-
versal Declaration of  Human Rights (1948). The proclamations made in these writings, espousing a more 
equitable and humane conduct of  our society’s affairs, have paved the way for the advancement of  
people throughout the world. Religious and ethnic minorities, women, and the LGBT community—
among the others historically ostracized—have increasingly seen their rights placed at the forefront 
of  national and international considerations. 

     Though progress has been made, the path to this point has been rugged, and the vision to univer-
sally uphold human and civil rights as inalienable remains unfulfilled. In Syria, a brutally repressive 
regime and bloody civil war have left hundreds of  thousands dead and millions displaced; in Venezu-
ela, people starve in the midst of  a humanitarian crisis caused by economic mismanagement and lose 
their political freedoms under deepening authoritarianism; in South Sudan, a conflict-driven famine 
threatens to claim millions of  lives; in Chechnya, gay men are held in modern day concentration 
camps; and in the West, struggles for gender and racial equality continue. One needs only to read of, 
listen to, or observe the experiences of  people in these places—in addition to those that go un- or 
underreported—to receive a stark reminder that progress remains incomplete.   

     To us, it feels the world has arrived at a critical juncture in the movement towards a broader accep-
tance and protection of  rights. While successes have been recorded, growing illiberalism in the West, 
the traditional promoter and defender of  rights, risks leaving our work unfinished and portends an 
undermining or reversal of  what has already been accomplished. 

     We see the academic pieces to be found in our second issue of  Colloquium as a product of  this 
volatile and uncertain environment we find ourselves in. Although our Editorial Board has elected 
to forgo declaring a featured topic, the collective writings of  our contributors undoubtedly center on 
issues of  human and civil rights. Thomas Hanley ‘17, for example, conducts a rigorous assessment 
of  the driving forces behind rising homophobia in Poland and Hungary. Michael Skeen, in the jour-
nal’s first graduate student selection, draws attention to the dangerous consolidation of  authority 
that can be promoted by the federal judiciary of  the United States—an argument first advanced by 
the Anti-Federalist author, Brutus. 
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     Our cover art is inspired in part by the works of  Rachel Simon ‘18 and Stephanie Lewis ‘17. While 
Simon engages in an in-depth analysis of  the varying states of  women’s rights under Tunisia’s successive 
secular regimes since its independence in 1956, Lewis focuses in on the socioeconomic gains of  women in 
the U.S. due to their greater access to the birth control pill beginning in the 1960s. Beyond these writings, 
our cover is intended to be representative of  the ongoing struggles that women across the world face in 
achieving equality to men. We consider their hindered progress to be emblematic of  the general condition 
of  human and civil rights today; in turn we were motivated to draw attention to their cause, and to those 
of  many others, through illustration.  

     We have never shied away from our ambitions as captured within our various publications. Thus, let it 
be our stated aim that through these writings we hope to spur discussion, perhaps even action, concerning 
where human and civil rights have stood in the past, where they stand today, and where they could stand 
in the future. 

     Thank you to our staff, our contributors, and our audience for helping us to achieve a year of  truly 
meaningful political thought and critique. And as always, thank you for picking up this copy of  
Colloquium: The Political Science Journal of  Boston College. 

Cesar Garcia, Editor-in-Chief
Anna Olcott, Managing Editor 
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    Although in hindsight the element of  surprise in 
attacks often appears unwarranted, various conditions 
inherent to intelligence organizations, policy makers, and 
adversaries make this evidence difficult to spot before 
the fact. In this essay, I demonstrate how cognitive
biases, the nature of  the adversary, and bureaucratic 
deficiencies are all conditions that facilitate surprises.  
Finally, I conclude that surprise is inevitable in some 
cases.

By Rebecca Moretti 

Political-Military Surprises 
and the Conditions 
that Cause Them

From Pearl Harbor to 
the Paris Attacks:
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INTRODUCTION
     Often, those with the ability to surprise hold a 
great advantage over their targets. Even a relatively 
weak actor can maximize its power if  it succeeds 
in surprising its enemy, as ISIS did with its recent 
attacks in the Sinai, Beirut, and Paris. Although in 
hindsight the element of  surprise in attacks often 
appears unwarranted, various conditions inherent 
to intelligence organizations, policy makers, and 
adversaries make this evidence difficult to spot 
before the fact. This essay will demonstrate how 
cognitive biases, the nature of  the adversary, and 
bureaucratic deficiencies are all conditions that fa-
cilitate surprises.

COGNITIVE BIASES OF THE IC AND 
POLICYMAKERS
     It is important to remember that analysts and 
policymakers are humans, whose preconceptions 
influence the way they absorb information. Percep-
tual and cognitive biases of  analysts and policymak-
ers often help the deceiver in achieving surprise.1 A 
major aspect of  these biases is misunderstanding 
of  the enemy’s intentions and capabilities, which 
often manifests itself  in the form of  underestima-
tion. For instance, a key intelligence failure was the 
underestimation of  Japanese capabilities and inten-
tions before the attack on Pearl Harbor. Accord-
ing to David Kahn, a certain degree of  racism led 
U.S. officials to underrate Japanese capabilities and 
will.2 “Before Pearl Harbor was attacked, neither 
key decision-makers nor senior intelligence officials 
truly believed that the Japanese Navy was capable 
of  mounting an attack on Hawaii,” writes Dahl.3 
Similarly, in both the North Korean invasion of  
South Korea and the following intervention of  the 
Chinese in the Korean War, American intelligence 
and policymakers were caught off  guard because 
they underestimated their enemies’ intentions and 

capabilities. American policymakers thought Chi-
nese warnings to intervene in the Korean War if  
the U.S. crossed the 38th parallel were a bluff  un-
til China’s intervention of  force. Surprise during 
the Korean War resulted from underestimation of  
the Chinese, rather than lack of  warning that they 
would intervene.4 Analysts in Washington failed 
to predict these moves because they believed that 
the Soviets controlled North Korean and Chinese 
decision-making.5 Few in Washington challenged 
the view that Moscow held absolute authority over 
other communist states.6 Various CIA reports de-
scribed the military buildup of  DPRK forces, and 
yet American officials still discounted the possibil-
ity of  invasion, holding onto the belief  that North 
Korea could not launch a successful attack with-
out Soviet assistance and direction—a prelude to 
a world war that the Soviets were not willing to 
undertake.7 MacArthur and others strongly be-
lieved that no Asian troops would dare confront 
the American military and risk certain defeat. Intel-
ligence analysts’ preconceptions so hindered their 

vision of  reality that they developed another ex-
planation to rationalize the initial entry of  Chinese 
forces in Korea, which held that they were protect-
ing hydroelectric plants along the border.8 Cogni-
tive biases also played a large role in the surprise of  
the Cuban Missile Crisis. U.S. analysts and policy-
makers failed to view the situation from the Sovi-
et point of  view—a failure of  estimative empathy 
that led them to ignore the strong deterrent motive 
that the Soviets had for placing missiles in Cuba.9

 

Intelligence analysts’ 
preconceptions so hindered their vision 

of  reality...
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    For the intelligence process to be successful, not 
only does relevant intelligence have to be properly 
gathered and analyzed, but also appreciated by pol-
icymakers and acted upon. The allure of  deferring 
a decision emerges from policymakers’ tendency to 
postpone making significant financial and political 
sacrifices until warnings are all but overwhelming, 
often resulting in surprise attacks.10 Defensive ac-
tions can only be undertaken at some—and often 
very high—cost. Since believing warnings implies 
high costs, policymakers often prefer not to heed 
these. Subconsciously, the consumers will pay 
more attention to reassuring data while challenging 
the credibility of  the source or rationalizing away 
unwelcome warnings.11 According to Jervis, once 
policymakers have decided on a course of  action 
they will be especially unreceptive to contrary ev-
idence. Byman says the cognitive failures of  9/11 

were worse among policy makers than among in-
telligence analysts.12 “At times, intelligence analysts 
may correctly identify a problem, but policymakers’ 
own biases do not change sufficiently for them to 
address the new problem,” writes Byman.13  The 
failure to thwart the 9/11 attacks was not due to 
lack of  strategic warning, but rather to inaction 
of  policymakers in terms of  defending against the 

threat. “If  the political system decides not to un-
dertake costly defensive measures in response to 
ample but imperfect warning, the failure is at least 
as much one of  policy as of  intelligence,” writes 
Betts.14 In the case of  9/11, decision makers re-
ceived many warnings of  potential terrorist attacks, 
which ironically desensitized them to the threat as 
a result of  over-warning. However, this lack of  re-
ception is not entirely the policymakers’ fault. Lack 
of  tactical evidence is largely to blame here for 
widening the “warning-response gap.”15 Ambiguity 
makes it easier for policymakers to ignore intelli-
gence, which they already do selectively based on 
certain preconceptions of  the enemy. 
     Uri Bar-Josef  asserts that Israeli intelligence’s 
familiarity with and penetration into Iran led to its 
success in predicting the fall of  the Shah, as op-
posed to the U.S. failure, which spawned from fun-
damental misunderstandings and preconceptions.16 
The CIA overestimated the Shah’s willingness to 
use force to suppress the opposition, while failing 
to understand how unpopular he was with locals. 
Since the Shah was a U.S. ally, motivated biases and 
wishful thinking colored the lens through which 
intelligence viewed the situation. Analysts did not 
think the situation was that bad yet since the Shah 
had not cracked down. This error was fed by the 
false assumption that the Shah would crack down 
if  the situation deteriorated to a dangerous point.17 
The U.S. overestimated the Shah’s power while un-
derestimating the role of  religion in Iranian society. 
“Policymakers often base their interpretations on 
their own theories, expectations, and needs, some-
times ignoring costly signals,” writes Yarhi Milo.18 
In the case of  Iran in 1979, policymakers certainly 
ignored key costly signals due to cognitive biases.
     Finally, both policymakers and analysts struggle 
with imagining alternative or unlikely situations due 
to pre-existing notions. Since alternative explana-

Korean War: Members of the 68th Battalion, Division Artillery 
attached to the 1st ROK Div., fire their 90mm antiaircraft guns. 
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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tions, such as deception, can easily be found, hu-
mans tend to favor explanations that fit their pre-
conceptions or the popular hypothesis—a symptom 
of  confirmation bias.19 Although there were a few 
clues that could lead to speculation on the location 
of  the attack, Pearl Harbor was a highly improba-
ble target. Similarly, some may not have anticipated 
ISIS’s strikes outside its so-called caliphate, since 
such behavior is both uncharacteristic of  the actor 
and seemingly irrational in regard to its strategic 
goals. Failure to identify these unlikely targets ex-
hibits the “very human tendency to pay attention to 
the signals that support current expectations about 
enemy behavior,” according to Wohlstetter.20 Betts 
argues that this situation is to an extent necessary, 
since information cannot be interpreted in a void.21 
However, this framework can at times lead to mas-
sive intelligence failures. Analysts may prefer infor-
mation that fits consensus rather than considering 
alternative or less probable explanations. Accord-
ing to Jervis, empathy is particularly difficult when 
“the other’s beliefs and behaviors are strange and 
self-defeating,” as was true in Iraq before the 
Persian Gulf  War. For instance, while the U.S. as-
sumed that Iraq would employ the fastest way to 
produce fissionable material—“mirror imaging”—
Iraq actually chose a slower method to deceive 
intelligence agencies about their capabilities. This 
failure led to overcorrection on—and thus overesti-
mation of— Iraqi WMD capabilities in 2002. Here, 
Saddam’s secrecy towards UN weapons inspectors 
was viewed as self-defeating, and therefore few an-
alysts, if  any, considered other alternatives for this 
behavior.

DECEPTIVE NATURE OF THE ADVERSARY 
AND INEVITABILITY OF SURPRISE
     Deception is the key to surprise, allowing an 
attacker to misdirect the enemy’s efforts and atten-

tion from where an attack is expected to be.22 Ac-
cording to Handel, deception helps the weaker par-
ty make up for what it is lacking in strength.23 So, 
even if  the victim has strategic warning, he will be 
deceived as to the tactical details of  the attack, ren-
dering strategic warning useless. For instance, noise 
level was purposely increased before the attack on 
Pearl Harbor, leading some to think that the Japa-
nese were planning an attack on Russia. An abun-
dance of  irrelevant material—in particular, threats 
from Europe—made Japanese deception possible, 
as analysts were unable to sort relevant signals from 
“noise.”24 In the days leading up to Pearl Harbor, 
when commanders in Hawaii received reports that 
the Japanese in Honolulu were burning their codes, 
they were not alarmed since they had received 
similar reports earlier in the year and nothing had 
happened. Similarly, the North Korean invasion 
of South Korea was preceded by frequent maneu-
vers probing the border, creating such a level of  
noise that “the actual initiation of  hostilities was 
not distinguished from preceding tests and false 
alarms,” according to Wohlstetter.25 “The problem 
of  false alarm has been involved in most cases of  
surprise attack,” writes Betts.26 The enemy’s decep-
tive efforts, or the feeding of  “noise” into the sys-
tem often cause false alarm.  When the warning 
is a continuum, truly alarming information is hard 
to spot. Ironically, an agency effectively gathering 
intelligence may be even more thrown off  by these 
fake signals. “Simple indecision (or last minute deci-
sions) by the attacker can prevent clear signals from 
being picked up by the defender because there are 
no clear signals,” writes Betts.27 Schedule changes 
and deferrals—which non-state actors like ISIS are 
more capable of—feed the defender’s expectation 
that nothing is likely to happen, and over-warning 
causes insensitivity that strengthens the “cry wolf ” 
syndrome.28 Officers will be embarrassed if  their 
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predictions do not pan out, and will therefore be 
more hesitant to make future predictions. 
     Deception and denial by the adversary make it 
extremely hard for agencies to collect tactical intel-
ligence, though they may have plenty of  strategic 
warning. Wohlstetter believes intelligence failed to 
anticipate Pearl Harbor not for paucity of  relevant 
materials, but due to an abundance of  irrelevant 
ones. Conversely, Dahl asserts that surprise attacks 
succeed because intelligence analysts do not have 
enough relevant information to examine. Accord-
ing to Dahl, the main reason for surprise attacks 
is a lack of  tactical intelligence and precise warn-
ing. Ultimately, both “noise” and lack of  tactical 
evidence are largely results of  deception. The dif-
ficulties involved in avoiding deception are great. 
Additionally, “deception is cheap… neither labor 
nor capital intensive,” according to Handel.29 Ad-
versaries constantly and actively seek to counter 
intelligence gathering by whatever means possible. 
Japan had been so careful in sealing leaks and lim-
iting knowledge of  the Pearl Harbor attack that 
even the vast amount of  intelligence acquired by 
code breaking did not reveal evidence of  the plan.30 
Since tactical-level intelligence is virtually requisite 
to thwart an attack, decision-makers find this in-
telligence much more actionable than broad stra-
tegic warnings.31 Tenent’s forceful strategic warning 
about the threat that al-Qaeda posed “was accom-
panied by a failure to learn clues about the specifics 
of  the attack on the U.S. homeland,”32 according to 
Byman. In addition to deception through “noise” 
and secrecy, an attacker can also deceive its victim 
by changing the way in which it operates to defy the 
victim’s expectations. Adversaries use shifts in tac-
tics and innovations to weaponry to catch their vic-
tims by surprise, as evidenced by al Qaeda’s innova-
tive use of  airplanes as weapons during 9/11. “Too 
often, assessments of  failure focus on the mistakes 

of  the victim rather than on the skill of  the ad-
versary,” writes Lowenthal.33 Al Qaeda was and is 
a particularly skilled and deceptive adversary who 
makes collection and disruption extremely difficult 
for its targets. The nature of  terrorist organizations 
makes them particularly good at deception, since 
they operate at lower—and less conspicuous—lev-
els than nation-states. Due to their “bare-bones” 
infrastructures, terrorist groups are more adaptable 
and harder to track. 

LIMITS OF BUREAUCRACIES 
     Limits to perception and communication are 
inherent to any large bureaucratic organization. In 
such environments, it is easy for intelligence to get 
ignored, distorted, or lost.34 For instance, accord-

ing to Wohlstetter, a lack of  relevant information 
was not a factor behind the Pearl Harbor surprise.35 
Wohlstetter posits that the problem was that the 
signals lay scattered in various different agencies, 
and no person or agency was able to unite all the 
signals in the vast information network.36 In addi-
tion to the difficult task of  accurately perceiving a 
signal as a warning, analysts must also get the warn-
ing heard and acted upon—perhaps an even more 
arduous task.37 Even if  a significant warning is ac-
knowledged, it may already be too late to prepare 

Pearl Harbor: Burning ships at Pearl Harbor. Courtesy of Wikimedia 
Commons.
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for a strike, due to the pace at which bureaucracies 
operate.38 Bureaucracies have a hard time changing 
their approaches to problem solving, even if  it is 
recognized that their approach is inadequate.39 “At 
times, responsibility may be too diffuse; everyone 
has some share of  the overall problem, so no par-
ticular person considers it his or her job to act,” 
writes Byman.40 High-level officials, who have the 
requisite clearances to see the big intelligence pic-
ture, often don’t have time to analyze it, while lower 
level officials, who have more time, cannot see the 
full picture. Furthermore, getting different govern-
ment agencies to share information that is required 
to fulfill their basic functions is surprisingly diffi-
cult, accentuating the “connect the dots” problem. 
For instance, if  the CIA and FBI had shared in-
formation better in the years preceding the 9/11 
attacks, they could have gotten more leads in terms 
of  tactical evidence. “Bureaucracies push behavior 
towards the rational and non-emotional ends of  
the spectrum,” while often lacking in the practice 
of  imagination, according to Knorr.41

CONCLUSION
     In a way, all the reasons for failure in predicting 
surprise attacks are linked. Ultimately, we must ac-
cept that some surprise attacks are inevitable, and 
be prepared to have a cushion for when they do 
happen. The deceptive nature of  ISIS as an organi-
zation is the factor that probably helped it the most 
in achieving surprise with its recent attacks. When 
the enemy is a constantly moving, changing target 
such as ISIS, the problem of  estimating its capabil-
ities and intentions is magnified. Terrorist groups 
like ISIS are more capable of  deception than are 
state actors with a bigger infrastructure and visi-
bility, making it harder for tactical evidence to be 
collected. The main factor of  surprise in the recent 
ISIS attacks is that they targeted the “far enemy,” 

unlike their usual targeting of  the “near enemy.” 
Such changes in strategy take advantage of  exist-
ing preconceptions, aiding in deception. However, 
CIA director John Brennan said in a recent inter-
view: “It’s not a surprise that this attack was carried 
out, from the standpoint that we did have strategic 
warning about an attack in Europe.”42 Ultimately, 
though, strategic warning is almost useless without 
concrete tactical evidence, especially in regards to 
a flexible group such as ISIS. Although the attack 
may not have surprised Brennan, it certainly sur-
prised the rest of  the world. 
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     With increasing tensions in the Middle East, the rights of  Middle Eastern women have 
become a contentious topic in Western political and cultural discourse. Spurred by the seeming 
success of  secular women’s rights movements in the West, many Westerners are pushing for 
the secularization of  Middle Eastern governments. This paper analyzes the effectiveness of  this 
theory by evaluating the development of  women’s rights in Tunisia, a country in the Middle East, 
which has in fact taken on predominantly secular approaches to government. Tunisia has long led 
the movement towards gender equality in the Middle East, and remains at the forefront of  wom-
en’s rights in the Arab world today, providing support for this Western ideology. However, Tuni-
sia’s secular governments have significantly hindered the progression of  women’s rights as well. 
Tunisia’s secular regimes, often authoritarian, have appropriated “state feminism” to gain popular 
support without authentically empowering Tunisian women, leaving women’s rights in peril if  the 
regimes fall. Moreover, these secular regimes have augmented Islamic extremism, which not only 
endangers the lives of  Tunisian women, but has also created a precarious divide between Tunisian 
women. Thus, the Western prescription of  secularism is not an all-encompassing solution to in-
equality in the Middle East.

By Rachel Simon 

The Development of 
Women’s Rights Under 
Secular Regimes: Tunisia
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INTRODUCTION
     Women’s rights in the Middle East have become 
a considerably contentious topic in current polit-
ical and cultural discourse. In the wake of  a dra-
matic rise in Islamic extremism, terrorist attacks, 
genocide, and civil war, many Westerners have ex-
pressed concern over the rights of  women in the 
Arab World. While this concern is pure at heart, it 
is often followed by uneducated assumptions and 
generalizations about the political environment of  
many Arab countries. The rise of  women’s rights 
in the West, driven primarily by a secular feminist 
movement, has led many Westerners to believe that 
secularization is a foolproof  path to women’s em-
powerment. This research paper will go beyond 
these Western assumptions by analyzing the devel-
opment of  women’s rights in one country in the 
Middle East that has in fact taken on predominant-
ly secular approaches to politics yet has continued 
to struggle with women’s rights: Tunisia. 
     The country of  Tunisia has long been at the 
forefront of  women’s rights in the Arab world. 
Many politicians and human rights activists look 
to Tunisia and its budding democracy as a beacon 
of  hope in the midst of  the turmoil overtaking the 
Middle East. However, in order to truly understand 
the status and future of  women’s rights in Tunisia, 
the history of  women’s empowerment in the coun-
try must be examined. This paper will analyze the 
progression of  women’s rights and empowerment 
since Tunisia gained its independence from France 
in 1956 up until the present.

INTELLECTUAL BEGINNINGS—CRUCIAL 
SUPPORT FOR WOMEN’S EDUCATION
     Prior to Tunisian independence in 1956, tribal 
family laws dictated society under the French re-
gime and oppressed women in both the public and 
private spheres in the name of  Shari’a law. In the 

private sphere, women could not divorce their hus-
bands, had no say in whether their husband took 
additional wives, could not secure custody of  their 
children, and were frequent victims of  domestic 
abuse, among many other things. In the public 
sphere, women were incredibly uneducated, with 
only 2% of  women obtaining higher education and 
only 4% gaining literacy by 1956.1  Silenced in the 
private sphere and without access to education, 
women were powerless in the fight for equality. 
    Surprisingly, despite these oppressive conditions, 
a movement for women’s rights did slowly emerge, 
although not through the mobilization of  wom-
en. In the midst of  this oppression, Tahar Hadd-
ad, a leading intellectual in Tunisian society in the 
1920s and 1930s, spoke up for women’s rights and 
helped them advance throughout the following de-
cades. As a citizen under French-colonized Tuni-
sia, Haddad had been exposed to Western ideolo-
gy first hand, and, in response to this, developed a 
striking reformist ideology. He, in contrast to the 
more conservative intellectuals around him, be-

lieved that Islam was not inherently incompatible 
with the ideas of  the West and modernity. Rather, 
he argued that through the reformation of  Islam 
and the adoption of  some European values, Tuni-
sia could finally claim independence and become 
an imperialistic power of  its own. One of  the main 
tenets of  Haddad’s ideology was that Tunisia need-
ed to educate its women in the way that France had. 
He believed that women acted as the backbone to 
French society’s success, as they were the ones pri-
marily responsible for raising their sons to be future 

The country of  Tunisia has long been 
at the forefront of  women’s rights in the 

Arab world.
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leaders and innovators.2 Haddad, in order to spread 
his ideology, published a controversial book enti-
tled Our Woman in the Shari’a and Society, in which he 
called on the Tunisian government to educate and 
liberate women. He wrote, “We need the European 
woman’s knowledge and capacity to bear and raise 
children, capable of  not only engaging in the battle 
of  life, but also of  winning the battle, and benefit-
ing from the world’s resources and peoples.”3

     While Haddad’s ideology was centered on the 
patriarchal understanding of  women’s role in so-
ciety as mothers, his call for their education cre-
ated a large shift in Tunisian society’s perception 

of  women and granted women a multitude of  new 
opportunities for education and public engage-
ment. In doing so, Haddad’s early ideology laid cru-
cial groundwork for the cultural and legal empow-
erment of  women after Tunisia’s independence 
from France in 1956 under the guidance of  Bour-
guiba. The cultural shift Haddad sparked allowed 
the women of  Tunisia to advocate for themselves 
through the crucial process of  establishing an ini-
tial Tunisian government. Moreover, in the wake 

of  this cultural reformation, Bourguiba, the first 
elected President of  Tunisia, made women’s em-
powerment one of  the central tenets of  his legacy. 

BOURGUIBA REGIME (1956-1987): 
WOMEN’S RIGHTS ESTABLISHED, 
BUT THROUGH STATE FEMINISM
     Upon Tunisia’s independence from France in 
1956, Habib Bourguiba was elected the first presi-
dent of  the new republic. Tasked with transform-
ing this budding republic into an established pow-
er, Bourguiba set out to distance the new nation 
from its earlier tribal law system, and took many 
steps towards countering its impacts by creating an 
authoritarian, secular government. Part of  Bour-
guiba’s strategy in moving Tunisia away from its 
past of  strict tribal law and into a future of  moder-
nity was to strengthen and protect women’s rights. 
While there are differing opinions on the motives 
behind Bourguiba’s actions for women, there is no 
doubt that many of  the steps he took as the first 
President of  Tunisia laid the groundwork for a fu-
ture of  women’s empowerment in the country. 
     Upon ascending to the presidency in 1956, one 
of  Bourguiba’s first acts was to give a speech direct-
ed at the women of  the country, thanking them for 
their participation in the struggle for independence 
and acknowledging the oppression they had faced. 
Immediately following his inauguration, Bourgui-
ba gave women the civic rights to vote and to run 
for elected office. Additionally, he established the 
groundbreaking Code of  Personal Status (CPS), 
a legal policy that granted women unprecedented 
rights within the private and public spheres. The 
CPS abolished the traditional practice of  polygamy, 
gave men and women more equal rights in divorce 
proceedings, eliminated the role of  matrimonial 
guardians with authority over women, raised the 
minimum age of  marriage for girls to 17, and in-

Portrait of Tunisian President Habib Bourguiba (1903-2000). 
Courtesy of  Wikimedia Commons.
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creased custodial rights of  women over their chil-
dren.4 Also, the CPS guaranteed access to education 
for all girls, and gave adult women increased oppor-
tunities for employment outside of  their homes.5 
As well as guaranteeing women these revolutionary 
rights, the CPS banned several oppressive practices 
that had been allowed for much of  the country’s 

early history. For example, the CPS abolished Dar 
Joued—“a reformatory system where ‘disobedient 
and rebellious’ women used to be secluded until 
they learned how to behave themselves”—a ves-
tige of  colonial Tunisia that reinforced that women 
were the property of  their male counterparts.6

     While the CPS has stood as the cornerstone 
for women’s rights in Tunisia, several other steps 
taken under the Bourguiba regime helped to in-
crease women’s empowerment in the country as 
well. Tunisia’s first official constitution, ratified in 
1959, marked a crucial turning point in the status 
of  women in Tunisia. The text itself  stated that “all 
citizens have equal rights and obligations and they 
are equal before the law,” officially elevating wom-
en to the same status as men, at least in the de jure 
sense, for the first time in the country’s history.7 

Furthermore, the Labor Law of  1966 “guaranteed 
women and men equal rights to employment,” re-
sulting in increased employment for women.8 Ad-
ditionally, Bourguiba took steps towards ensuring 
the empowerment and rights of  Tunisian women 
by expanding their access to reproductive health-
care. In 1963 Bourguiba legalized the solicitation 
of  free contraceptive pills and reproductive coun-

sel throughout the country.9 Moreover, throughout 
the 1960s and 1970s, under Bourguiba’s rule, Tuni-
sia began to liberalize its perspective and laws on 
abortion. By 1973 all forms of  abortion were fully 
legalized, and have remained so ever since, making 
Tunisia the most liberal country in the Middle East 
in regard to this issue.10 
     Although Bourguiba enacted many laws that 
helped advance the de jure rights of  women in Tu-
nisia, the authoritarian secularism he implemented 
in the country also led to many problems for wom-
en’s rights. As president, Bourguiba promulgated 
notions of  national unity and secular ideology in 
an attempt to strengthen the Tunisian republic 
against the tribal factions. As this desire for nation-
al unity grew, Bourguiba began implementing more 
oppressive mandates in Tunisian society, which 
harmed the rights of  many minorities, including 
women. A key example of  this authoritarianism 
was when Bourguiba silenced non-governmental 
organizations (NGOs) in the country such as the 
Democratic Association of  Women and the As-
sociation of  Tunisian Women for Research and 
Development to minimize opposition and conflict 
among factions.11 By silencing these organizations, 
Bourguiba suppressed the feminist movement at 
the grassroots level, leaving women’s rights advo-
cacy up to the government. In silencing the voices 
of  the masses and implementing top-down legal 
mandates, Boruguiba created a system of  “state 
feminism,” which left many women marginalized 
and voiceless. 
     Bourguiba’s “state feminism” system protected 
only those women who fit into a certain socioeco-
nomic and religious mold. Urban, secular women 
were rewarded and gained crucial rights through-
out his revolutionary period as President. Howev-
er, many conservative religious women, as well as 
rural women, were left behind in his movement. 

Tunisia’s first official constitution, 
ratified in 1959, marked a crucial 

turning point in the status of  women in 
Tunisia.
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The liberation that Bourguiba’s legislation was ex-
pected to bring did not reach many women living 
outside of  the city because they lacked the systems 
of  community activism and support to spread in-
formation and empowerment. In fact, “based on 
a 1981 survey conducted by the Union Nationale 
des Femmes de Tunisie, 51% of  women in Tunisia 
were unaware of  the country’s progressive family 
code,” due to factors such as the lack of  education 
in rural areas.12 This lack of  awareness made it dif-
ficult for the full empowerment of  Tunisian wom-
en to take place, for without being aware of  one’s 
rights, it is impossible to uphold them.
     In addition to neglecting rural women, Bourgui-
ba’s incessant drive to achieve nationalism and secu-
larism isolated many conservative religious women 
in the Tunisian community, resulting in the rise of  
radical ideological factions. While Bourguiba nev-
er instituted any blatantly anti-religious policy, he 

silenced many religious groups in the country and 
consistently condemned the conservative factions 
by publicly denouncing their beliefs. In one of  his 
many speeches, Bourguiba shamed the Tunisian re-
ligious community by calling the hijab an “odious 
rag” that did little more than demean women and 
hinder Tunisian society from progressing.13 While 
very few Tunisian women chose to wear the hijab 
at this time, this kind of  polarizing secular rhet-
oric not only oppressed women by limiting their 
freedom of  expression and religion, but also, on a 
broader scale, stimulated a growing form of  Islam-
ic extremism that would become extremely prob-
lematic in later decades for women’s rights and the 

feminist movements in Tunisia. 
     Towards the end of  Bourguiba’s presidency, 
the Tunisian economy began to suffer greatly, and 
bread riots and labor movements began to evolve. 
Bourguiba’s commitment to nationalism had led 
him to implement intense regulations on the Tuni-
sian economy, stifling its growth. Economic hard-
ship made it difficult for women to maintain their 
freedom in the public sphere. Thus, despite the fact 
that Bourguiba had given women new economic 
opportunities through the CPS, women, along with 
men, were harmed financially by Bourguiba’s lat-
er economic failings. Without economic stability, 
it became increasingly difficult to ensure women’s 
rights and equality.  
     Finally, in 1987, Bourguiba was ousted in a non-
violent coup by Zine al-Abidine Ben Ali, who be-
came prime minister, and then president in 1989. 
Ben Ali inherited a complex set of  challenges and 
success from Bourguiba’s era. While urban wom-
en’s rights had progressed drastically under the CPS 
and other state-led policies, rural women had been 
neglected, and conservative religious women were 
alienated. Furthermore, Bourguiba’s oppression of  
freedom of  speech and religion had led to a rise 
of  Islamic extremism in the country. Most impor-
tantly, the positive advancements of  women’s rights 
under Bourguiba had occurred under the flawed 
system of  “state feminism,” which left the masses 
powerless and detached from the fight for women’s 
rights. All of  this, along with economic distress, set 
the scene for the regime of  Ben Ali. 

BEN ALI REGIME (1987-2011): CONTINUED 
STATE FEMINISM AND THE GROWING 
DIVIDE AMONG WOMEN
   When Zine al Abidine Ben Ali took control of  
Tunisia in 1987, many Tunisians were optimistic 
about his plans for the country. He preached a new 

Ben Ali inherited a complex set of  
challenges and success from Bourguiba’s 

era.
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era of  Tunisian democracy, and promised nation-
al reconciliation and progress. With these promis-
es, many Tunisians believed Ben Ali would usher 
in a new era of  emancipation and empowerment 
for the women of  the country without Bourguiba’s 
failing model of  “state feminism.” However, while 
Ben Ali’s first few years of  rule seemed to be steps 
in the right direction, away from Bourguiba’s na-
tionalistic oppression, things quickly took a turn for 
the worse. Under pressure from rising Islamic ex-
tremism, Ben Ali enacted wildly oppressive secular 
legislation and returned to the system of  state fem-
inism, reinforcing the challenges of  the Bourguiba 
regime and creating new ones for Tunisian women.  
     At first, Ben Ali took drastic steps to reverse 
some of  the damage done by Bourguiba. He legal-
ized the existence of  additional political parties and 
lifted the bans on many of  the NGOs Bourguiba 
had silenced.14  In doing so, he opened the politi-
cal arena to pluralism and grassroots activism for 
the first time in years. Furthermore, Ben Ali spent 
many of  his early years in power pushing to increase 
the literacy and education opportunities for young 
women.15 All of  these efforts seemed to represent 
a movement away from oppression and state-spon-
sored feminism and towards the education and 
empowerment of  the masses to create their own 
feminist rhetoric. 
     However, despite the appearance of  these sur-
face-level advancements, in reality, “Ben Ali’s gov-
ernment tightly restricted free expression and po-
litical parties” and continued to enforce the secular 
authoritarian system of  governance that Bourguiba 
had previously championed.16 He doubled back, 
beginning to oppress grassroots mobilization by re-
stricting NGOs, other political parties, and individ-
ual rights, while simultaneously enforcing women’s 
rights legislation from the executive level, thus per-
petuating the system of  “state feminism.” Mean-

while, Ben Ali was also desperately trying to force 
Tunisia into an era of  secular modernization, and 
used women to reinforce modernization. Howev-
er, his image of  the ‘ideal Tunisian woman’ was 
“offensive to Muslim-oriented women because it 
marginalized their religious identification,” creating 

further tension between the secular government 
and traditional Tunisians.17

     In opposition to Ben Ali’s use of  “state femi-
nism” and his attempts to force Tunisia into mod-
ernization, the Islamist movement that emerged 
under Bourguiba began to grow, “taking the secu-
lar Tunisian population by surprise.”18  With it came 
the Islamic feminist movement in which “women, 
after tossing away their veils to the cactuses started 
to appear in public wearing headscarves,” standing 
in direct contrast to the secular feminist movement 
in the country.19 With this religious resurgence, a 
deep divide in women’s rights rhetoric in the coun-
try emerged between the secular and Islamic fem-
inists. 
  

Portrait of Tunisian President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali (1936- ). 
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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   The growing Islamist movement in Tunisia creat-
ed a space in which religious Tunisian women could 
formulate their own understanding of  feminism 
and equality without the antagonistic pressures of  
the secular feminist movement. Secular feminists in 
Tunisia at the time had long criticized conservative 
religious women, claiming that they were not femi-
nist and were oppressed by their faith. They did not 
believe religious women could truly “reconcile their 
faith and identity with a struggle for gender equali-
ty,” and that in order to truly embody feminist ide-
als, women had to reject their previous attachments 
to the Muslim faith.20 Moreover, secular feminists 
were skeptical of  Islamic feminists, claiming that 
while they preached equality, they “actually aimed 
at returning women to the home, excluding women 
from the workforce and enforcing Islamist dress.”21 
This kind of  oppression made it difficult for reli-
gious women to enter the women’s rights discourse 
until the Islamist movement opened up a new space 
for discussion.
    Islamic feminists rejected the claims of  the secu-
larists, urging that they too maintained the goal of  
establishing women’s political, economic and social 
rights, and had for many years. Islamic feminists ar-
gued that their religiosity was not inherently at odds 
with feminist discourse. Rather, through proper in-
terpretation of  the Quran and the Sunnah, it would 
become clear that “women and men are equal in the 
eyes of  God (Allah),” and are thus granted equal 
rights within Islam.22 Moreover, Islamic feminists 
believed that the values for human rights and equal-
ity that drove secular feminist movements could be 
found at the core of  the Quran. Therefore, Islam 
should be used as a tool to encourage and mobilize 
feminist movements, rather than as an opposing 
force in the way secular feminists used it. While Is-
lamic feminism is a complex social movement that 
could certainly merit its own research paper, at its 

core it remains a gender discourse that holds the 
same goals as the secular feminist movement, but 
derives its meaning and legitimacy from Islamic 
texts and language. 23

     As a response to growing Islamism, including 
Islamic feminism, Ben Ali began increasing levels 
of  oppression in Tunisia. In 1991, he banned the 
Ennahda party—the main Islamist party at the 
time.24 He continued to increase restrictions on 

freedoms of  speech and religion gradually over the 
coming decades, culminating in his decision to ban 
the hijab in 2006.25 Simultaneously, he filled the 
government with corrupt practices and dug Tunisia 
into a state of  economic turmoil, with dwindling 
employment and stagnant growth. All of  these 
actions did nothing but impede the progress of  
women’s rights and freedoms, causing only further 
turmoil. When citizens did speak up, Ben Ali would 
perform mass arrests and imprison demonstrators 
indefinitely.26 In the wake of  these abuses, Tuni-
sians, both men and women alike revolted against 
Ben Ali’s regime in the Jasmine Revolution from 
December 17, 2010, through January 14, 2011, and 
beyond.

JASMINE REVOLUTION 
(DECEMBER 2010 –JANUARY 2011): 
A BRIEF MOMENT OF EQUALITY 
     Despite their divided views on religion and fem-
inism, it has been well documented that all wom-
en, along with men, came together on common 
ground to overthrow Ben Ali. They put aside their 
differences to focus on liberating their collective 

Islamic feminists argued that their reli-
giosity was not inherently at odds with 

feminist discourse.
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society from their oppressor. Women on both sides 
of  the feminist divide came to the consensus that, 
although “women suffered more under the dicta-
torship than men [in that they] had their daily lives 
completely disrupted, they were not allowed to 
work, they could not properly care for their chil-
dren, they were under constant surveillance,” their 
desire to fight was for collective freedom, not just 
women’s rights.27 Moreover, both rural and urban 
Tunisian women participated in this revolution. Yet 
again, while rural women had been neglected in the 
advancement of  their rights, they understood that 
throughout history, women’s rights had been intrin-
sically connected to rights of  society as a whole and 
the economic fruition of  the country, and thus all 
groups needed to work together. Tunisian women 
from all backgrounds consistently “emphasized 
their common, collective goals beyond particularis-
tic gender identities,” to liberate society as a whole 
from Ben Ali’s oppression.28

     It has also been acknowledged that women were 
incredibly active in the revolution both physically 
and technologically. Women flooded out of  their 
homes and places of  work and “stood side by side 
with their male counterparts in the streets” for 
weeks on end.29 Many women also capitalized on 
their positions in the home by using blogs to call 
international attention to the human rights abuses 
occurring under Ben Ali’s regime and the revolu-
tion itself.30 Furthermore, Tunisian women from 
all schools of  thought shared in the suffering and 
bloodletting of  the revolution. They lost children 
and husbands, financial stability, and were violent-
ly imprisoned under Ben Ali’s regime. The prisons 
were a particularly dangerous aspect of  the revolu-
tion for women, as many of  the basic rights they 
had gained in the Bourguiba and Ben Ali regime 
were stripped away in the prisons. They experi-
enced sexual assault, public humiliation, religious 

intolerance and torture in the prisons.31 Several 
women reported being raped, assaulted, and forced 
to remove their hijabs and expose their bare legs 
in the prisons; violations of  their humanity and of  
their faith. 
     The revolution represented a unique moment in 
which Tunisians from various backgrounds bridged 
their differences to fight for collective freedom, 
with no societal limits. As Korany El-Mahdi states, 
“the social actors/participants in [the] symbolic 
space/time [of  revolutions] are suspended between 
structures as they separate from one social order 
but are yet to become part of  another.”32 Howev-
er, as the revolution came to a close, the period of  
equality did as well. 

POST-REVOLUTION TUNISIA: 
WOMEN’S RIGHTS TODAY–PRESERVED, 
BUT SHAKEN
     After the fall of  Ben Ali’s secular authoritarian 
regime in January 2011, the Islamist Ennahda par-
ty rose to power under the leadership of  Rached 
Ghannouchi. While many Tunisians welcomed the 
outsider perspective of  the Ennahda party and its 
democratic principles as a positive change, the rise 
of  an Islamist power concerned many secular fem-
inists about the future of  women’s rights in Tunisia, 
deepening the divide among women in the country. 
While staples such as the CPS and high levels of  
women’s participation in parliament remained con-
sistent under the Ennahda regime, the new consti-
tution and rise in extremism posed potential threats 
to women’s rights.  
  Under the new republic, the government was 
tasked with recreating the country’s constitution. A 
lofty task in many ways, the drafting of  this constitu-
tion became a highly contentious issue in regard to 
women’s rights. While the original constitution had 
specifically enumerated men and women as equals, 
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the draft of  the new constitution did not. Article 28 
in the draft defined women as “complementary” to 
men, rather than equal.33 Secular feminists viewed 
this change as a massive step backwards, and were 
concerned about “the possibility of  future conser-
vative interpretation of  women’s rights given that 
women’s status in the article was presented as con-
tingent upon their relation to men.”34 In opposition 
to this, many Islamic feminists viewed the change as 
beneficial to women. Ghannouchi himself  defend-
ed the change by claiming “complementation is an 
authentic concept, meaning that there would be no 
man without a woman and no woman without a 
man.”35 Under this logic, the Islamic feminist move-
ment viewed “complementary” as an improvement 
from “equal” and supported the change.
     In the midst of  this legislative debate, the Sala-
fi extremist group began to perform a large num-
ber of  attacks and assassinations, some of  which 
were in response to cultural events in which wom-
en were presented in a modern, liberal image.36 As 
a result of  this rising extremism, parliament was 
forced into a deadlock. In order to break this stale-
mate, the Ennahda party “willingly stepped down 
and handed over power to a neutral, technocratic 
government,” in the hands of  the Nidda Tounes 
party.37 Through this, the Tunisian government re-
turned to more secular roots, which allowed secular 
feminists to succeed in opposing Article 28’s use of  
“complementary.” When Tunisia’s new constitution 
was ratified in 2014, it referred to women and men 
as equals once again.
     Currently, under the Nidda Tounes party, wom-
en’s rights have remained in fairly good shape. The 
CPS has been maintained and continues to evolve 
as Tunisian culture becomes more liberal, and the 
constitution continues to enshrine women with 
equal rights. However, while women continue 
to hold 24% of  seats in parliament, they are of-

ten forced to the bottom of  the ticket, and have 
very little actual power. Luckily, the new govern-
ment has reinstated the freedom of  many NGOs, 
allowing for a greater mobilization of  grassroots 
movement, and the proliferation of  education and 
freedom into rural and impoverished areas. 
      While the new government has thus far pre-
served the freedom of  religion and freedom of  
expression that the previous regimes oppressed, 
many Islamic feminists fear a return of  religious 
oppression and the banning of  the veil. Addition-
ally, the rise of  another secular government has 
seemingly spurred more religious extremism and 
radical groups, which pose a threat to women’s 
rights in Tunisia, as well as many other countries in 
the Middle East. 
     Overall, Tunisia’s history has been full of  pos-
itive advancements in women’s rights. However, 
much of  its history has been driven by authoritari-
anism and state-driven secular feminism, which has 
marginalized many, particularly conservative Mus-
lims and the rural poor. While women have actively 
participated in the revolution, they still continue to 
face challenges such as lack of  power in govern-
ment, rising extremism, and a deep divide in no-
tions of  feminism among them. It is unclear what 
the future of  women’s rights in Tunisia will be, but 
many are confident that the budding democra-
cy will continue to protect and enshrine women’s 
rights, allowing Tunisia to continue its role as a 
leader in the Middle East. 
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     Since World War II, Europe has historically been recognized as a pillar of  social liberality. Yet  
recently, Hungary and Poland have elected governments and enacted policies that are fiercely 
homophobic. This paper will look to understand the political motives and influences behind the 
recent turn to homophobia in both countries. First, the paper will explain Hungary and Poland’s 
unique position between the socially liberal European Union and a socially conservative Russia. 
Both parties compete for influence in domestic Hungarian and Polish politics, with the European 
Union hoping to solidify its ideological border against Russia and the Kremlin hoping to create 
centers of  influence within the EU. The second portion of  the paper will argue that both Polish 
and Hungarian homophobia is a rejection of  the European Union – used as a political tool to 
reestablish national control from Brussels. And lastly, the paper will explore the role of  Vladimir 
Putin’s Russia in that rejection – arguing that Putin holds significant influence in Hungarian 
homophobia, as Viktor Orbán’s government is closely tied with the Kremlin. Yet, the paper con-
cludes that the situation is quite different in Poland – where relations with Russia are not nearly as 
cordial, arguing that the Polish Catholic Church is much more responsible for the socially conser-
vative policy.
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I. INTRODUCTION
    Both Poland and Hungary have taken hard 
stances against homosexuality in recent years. In 
accounting for Polish and Hungarian homophobia, 
there is a clear discrepancy between each country’s 
position on homosexuality before 2004, and poli-
cy in the ensuing years. As Agnieszka Graff  notes 
in the context of  Poland, “[a]n astounding shift in 
public discourse about homosexuality occurred in 
the space of  a mere two or three years – from com-
plete silence at the turn of  the twenty-first century 
to almost daily headlines in the news by later 2005 
and early 2006.”1  Hadley Renkin spoke with Hun-
garian LGBT activists and found the same sort of  
post-2004 change to have taken place in Hungary.2  
In attempting to account for this change, 2004 is a 
hallmark year because it is the year both Hungary 
and Poland joined the European Union. Under-
standing the Polish and Hungarian position within 
the European Union will be central in answering 
this paper’s main question: mainly, what has ac-
counted for the rise in Polish and Hungarian ho-
mophobic rhetoric and policy since 2004?
     In order to understand homophobia in Poland 
and Hungary, it is imperative to understand geog-
raphy’s important role. Part I will begin by explain-
ing that Poland and Hungary—two former Sovi-
et states, and current members of  the European 
Union—are uniquely positioned within Europe. 
Both find themselves between a socially liberal 
West, represented by the European Union, and a 
socially conservative Russia. Each party competes 
for influence over Poland and Hungary, the Eu-
ropean Union attempting to push its European 
norms while Russia looks to align each country’s 
ideology with its own to create “agents of  influ-
ence” within the EU.3

     Setting these two competing ideologies as the 
foundation for the analysis, the paper then moves 

into part II, evaluating the rise of  homophobia in 
first Poland, and then Hungary. Understanding the 
domestic considerations in the context of  this inter-
national ideological struggle will advance the work, 
showing the rise of  homophobia running parallel 
to the success of  far right, nationalist governments. 
Since 2004, both Poland and Hungary have elected 
far right governments, which have politicized ho-
mosexuality as a means to reestablish national con-
trol from the far-reaching European Union. The 
analysis will explain that heteronormativity and the 
traditional family are closely associated with each 
state’s national identity.
     Part III will conclude the paper, following a sim-
ple premise: if  Polish and Hungarian homophobia 
is a rejection of  the European Union, then what 
influence does Vladimir Putin’s Russia have in that 
rejection? In other words, is homophobia an indica-
tor that Poland and Hungary have become Russian 
agents of  influence within the European Union? 
The answer will represent a critical divergence be-
tween Poland and Hungary. While the Hungarian 

government admires Russia, the Polish authority 
does not trust the Kremlin—making it clear that 
the influence may be an important factor in Hun-
gary, but not one in Poland. Therefore, this paper 
will look to prove that Polish and Hungarian ho-
mophobia is first and foremost a rejection of  the 
European Union’s attempt to impose its norms on 
each state’s national identity. Yet only Hungary of-
fers credible evidence of  Putin’s Russia influencing 
that rejection.

... is homophobia an indicator that Po-
land and Hungary have become Russian 
agents of  influence within the European 

Union?
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II: COMPETING IDEOLOGIES
RUSSIAN INFLUENCE
     Russia has had a clear strategy when it comes 
to Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). Russia does 
not view the CEE countries as “subjects of  inter-
national relations but as objects of  a competition 
between great powers.”4 Vladimir Putin’s Russia 
seeks to be an influential centre of  a multipolar 
world equal to the USA, China, or the EU.5 Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe are particularly important 
in this context as the area lies between the pillars 
of  that multipolar world that Russia seeks to ex-
ploit—specifically, the liberal West and the Russian 
state. Putin himself  appears committed to creating 
an alternative model to the EU and the West that 
would revive the multipolar world that has evaded 
Russia since the fall of  Communism.6  This logic 
has been backed by key policy initiatives like the 
creation of  Russia’s alternative to the European 
Union, the Eurasian Economic Union.7  Yet the 
European Union has dominated Europe, leading 
Russia to change strategy—instead of  directly chal-
lenging the EU, Russia now looks to undermine it. 
The Russian goal is to transform the CEE states 
into Russian “agents of  influence” within the Eu-
ropean Union.8  
   It is in gaining significant influence that Rus-
sia can enact its goal “to subvert European unity, 
and ultimately Euro-Atlantic unity.”9  In executing 
this strategy, one of  the more interesting ways in 
which Russia has been proven to become involved 
in Central and Eastern Europe has been through 
its support of  far right parties. First and foremost, 
Putin’s Russia has financed far right parties across 
the European continent.10 Russia also created the 
Russian National Forum, a group with close ties 
to Vladimir Putin, that works to bring together far 
right, conservative groups in order to “formulat[e] 
a framework for close cooperation between ‘na-

tionalist forces.’”11 While these groups come from 
a variety of  backgrounds, they all tend to share two 
commonalities: a strong dislike for the European 
Union, and a disdain of  U.S. hegemony.12 European 
far right political parties are particularly important 

in this context, and the Kremlin goes even further 
in organizing conferences exclusively for the EU’s 
far right parties. These conferences are held in Rus-
sia and focus on political and ideological issues that 
create close bonds between the Kremlin and Eu-
rope’s far right.13 
    Interestingly, “the protection of  traditional val-
ues and the family against ‘homosexual propagan-
da’ is first among these issues.”14  As Vladimir Putin 
outlined in his 2013 State of  the Federation speech, 
Russia’s position on homosexuality is part of  a 
broader strategy to “ be the leader of  a new polit-
ical and cultural model that offers an alternative to 
both the EU and ‘the West.’”15  This ideology has 
been politicized with discriminatory legislation like 
Russia’s infamous article 6.13, which bans the “dis-
tributing [of] ‘propaganda’ or ‘nontraditional sexual 
relations’ to minors.”16  Homosexuality is central 
to this political and cultural model, as “Putin has 
repeatedly referred to the need to counter ‘homo-
sexual propaganda’, which threatens to undermine 
the foundation of  a society based on heterosexual 
families.”17 Thus, the European Union’s liberalism 
is “perceived as a social and national threat.”18 In 
this sense, if  Putin can get countries like Poland 

It is in gaining significant 
influence that Russia can

enact its goal 
“to subvert European unity, and 
ultimately Euro-Atlantic unity.”
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and Hungary to buy into the fundamental princi-
ples of  this new political and cultural model, like 
the rejection of  homosexuality, then Poland and 
Hungary would be so ideologically opposed to tra-
ditional Western European values that their place 
in the European Union would cause the European 
project’s cause to run stagnant.

EUROPEAN UNION INFLUENCE
     The other side in this ideological clash in Poland 
and Hungary is the West, specifically the European 
Union. When Poland and Hungary formally joined 
the European Union in 2004, Russia recognized 
the move as “a definite success of  the West and 
Russia’s strategic defeat.”19 The European Union’s 
success was part of  its strategy for an integrated 
Europe, “[b]y pursuing integration, the European 
Union can influence other states by the power of  
its ideas and norms and ensure democratic mem-
ber states that share European normative values.”20 
The Copenhagen Criteria, agreed upon in 1993, 
serves as the model for European shared norms. It 
outlines three criteria related to human rights and 
the common market, specifically citing the “protec-
tion of  minorities.” 21 The criteria promote Western 
liberalism, granting equal rights to all its citizens 
regardless of  sexual orientation, religion, or other 
preferences.22  
     European acceptance for homosexuality has 
been codified in European law as well. Article 13 
of  the Amsterdam treaty forbids any sort of  “dis-
crimination based upon sex, racial or ethnic origin, 
religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orienta-
tion,” and the European Charter of  Fundamental 
Rights explicitly prohibits discrimination based 
upon sexual orientation.23 Additionally, the Eu-
ropean Parliament was clear in 1998 that the EU 
would not allow membership to any country vio-
lating the human rights of  lesbians and gay men 

through its legislation and policies.24 
     The normative values outlined in the Copen-
hagen Criteria, EU legislation, and poignant Par-
liamentary rhetoric are critical for countries want-
ing to join the European Union, as they have to be 
willing to ascribe to these norms. Yet, states like 
Hungary and Poland saw the financial benefit, free 
movement, and security gains to be worth adopting 
the shared norms of  the European Union, even if  
the countries did not agree with each one.25 The 
process of  joining the European Union, called ac-
cession, is particularly interesting in the context 
of  this discussion. With shared norms at the heart 
of  European unity, getting applicants to ascribe to 
these liberal Western norms is relatively easy during 
the accession process. The EU gets unparalleled ac-
cess to affect domestic politics in applicant states, 
as each state is mandated to do whatever it is asked 
in order to align with European Union standards.26 
Ascribing to liberal EU norms proved to be rela-
tively easy in Poland and Hungary, as both coun-
tries had center liberal governments upon entering 
the EU. 27 28 And despite a short unsuccessful center 
right government from 1998-2002 in Hungary, nei-
ther country has had anything that could resemble 
a right wing government from the fall of  Commu-
nism to their joining the European Union.29  
     The problem with the EU, as the case of  Hun-
gary and Poland demonstrates, is its enforcement 
after accession. The European Union is limited to 
two insufficient options in attempting to promote 
Western liberal values in member states. The first 
is public shaming, as the European Parliament at-
tempted to do with two separate resolutions against 
homophobia either alluding to or explicitly calling 
out Polish domestic policy.30 Yet, politicians across 
Poland agreed that the EP’s resolutions were en-
tirely “ineffectual” on domestic legislation.31 The 
second is to revoke the membership of  a member 
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state, which is a dangerous precedent to set and 
would only ever be used as a last resort.32 Substan-
tial LGBT rights legislation comes about when 
states fear the cost of  external pressures, and the 
European Union has been structurally limited in 
being able to create that pressure.33 As Cas Mud-
de and Erin Jenne sum it up: the EU is “dogged 
by structural weaknesses that impede [its] ability 
to bring about a substantive reversion to democra-
cy.”34 This weakness limits the EU’s ability to regu-
late its member states.

II: THE FAR RIGHT AND THE 
INTRODUCTION OF HOMOPHOBIA
     These structural weaknesses make Putin’s con-
tinued interest in creating agents of  influence with-
in the European Union critically dangerous. And 
it is exactly why the rise of  far right governments 
in Poland and Hungary is so alarming, particular-
ly within the context of  this ideological battle. As 
research has shown, “the disapproval of  homosex-
uality is often associated with right-wing authoritar-
ianism in psychological research…even stronger as 
compared to conservatism, social dominance ori-
entation, and dogmatism.”35  Nationalism is equally 
critical to this psychological perspective, as it sees 
“…the proper member of  the Nation [as] both het-
erosexual and reproductive. Seen as neither, LGBT 
people come to represent the Nation’s Other. In 
this analysis, to be gay is to deny the Nation and 
its needs, and so to align oneself  with its transna-
tional enemies.”36 This is particularly frightening as 
strong authoritarianism and nationalism are readi-
ly associated with Europe’s far right.37 The rise of  
the far right in Poland and Hungary would prove 
this theoretical base correct, codifying this type of  
thinking into law and public discourse.

POLAND
     Poland’s Law and Justice Party (PiS) original-
ly came to power in 2005; one year after Poland’s 
joining the European Union.38 Considered to be a 
center right conservative party at the time, certain 
policy positions mirrored Europe’s far right. One 
of  the best examples was its attack on homosexual-
ity. The party’s 2005 campaign made their ideolog-
ical position regarding homosexuality quite clear: 
as a 2005 TV spot stated, “Rather than provocative 
parades of  homosexuals, we want state help for 
Polish families.”39 The country’s new Prime Min-
ister (PiS) would openly declare, “homosexuality 
is contrary to nature.”40 The new President was to 
be Lech Kaczyński, who had previously banned 
the 2004 and 2005 gay rights marches in Warsaw 

during his time as mayor.41 As he argued during his 
presidency, “Gay people may protest as citizens but 
not as homosexuals.”42  This sort of  rhetoric led to 
the two European Parliament resolutions meant to 
combat homophobia. But as Polish parliamentary 
speaker Marek Jurek (PiS) responded, the resolu-
tions were another means of  Europe attempting to 

Protests against a 2007 Gay Pride March in Warsaw, Poland. Courte-
sy of Wikimedia Commons.
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harm Poland by “promoting an ideology of  homo-
sexual communities,” leading the Polish parliament 
to pass a resolution disputing the European Parlia-
ment’s claims.43 
     With the election of  the Law and Justice Party, 
homophobia found its way to all facets of  Polish 
governing. The Polish Education minister from 
2005 to 2007, Roman Giertych, fired the nation-
al director of  teacher training for distributing a 
Council of  Europe handbook on tolerance, which 
included several paragraphs on homosexuality. He 
would replace the director with a hardened anti-gay 
proponent, going so far as to propose the firing, 
fining, and imprisonment of  any teacher caught 
“promoting homosexuality” in Polish classrooms.44 
Lambda Warszawa’s 2005-2006 survey of  1,023 
Polish gays, lesbians, and bisexuals found discrim-
ination on the account of  sexual orientation to be 
rampant in employment, housing, education, med-
ical care, and in dealing with public authorities.45

     The Law and Justice Party would lose power fol-
lowing a corruption scandal in 2007, but would still 
maintain a prominent role in opposition. During its 
opposition period, any proposed bill suggesting the 
legal recognition of  same-sex civil unions was con-
tinually shot down.46 The party returned to power 
in 2015, attaining enough votes to govern without 
any coalition partners.47  This newfound indepen-
dence has exacerbated homophobia in Poland. The 
2015 election victory has seen Polish policies and 
rhetoric move to a position “that only a year [prior] 
was the exclusive domain of  the far right.”48 This 
has solidified the party as a threatening far right 
party poised for significantly more aggressive at-
tacks targeting the “homosexual lobby.”49

HUNGARY
     While a Socialist government brought Hungary 
into the European Union, it would be a nationalist, 

far right government that would give the country 
international attention.50 In 2010, Viktor Orbán’s 
Fidesz Party, a conservative nationalist party, won 
more than two-thirds of  the parliamentary seats in 
the Hungarian national election. This left many in 
the international community wondering whether 
Hungary could slide back into the authoritarian-
ism of  its communist past, becoming the first EU 
members state to do so.51 The party has proven to 
be both aggressively nationalistic and morally con-
servative, posing a dangerous threat to the West.52  
     As opposed to Poland, it is important to note 
that there does exist a prominent party further right 
on the Hungarian political spectrum, called Jobbik. 
Meaning “The Better” in Hungarian, Jobbik has be-
come the third biggest party in domestic Hungari-
an politics.53 Fidesz has had a role in this success as 
it is seen as a nationalist conservative success story, 
“legitimizing the beliefs of  Jobbik supporters.”54 
Most important in the context of  this argument, 
Jobbik has forced Fidesz to keep shifting its ide-
ology further right in order to poach votes. In this 
sense, Fidesz has normalized the far right narrative 
in Hungary as Viktor Orbán’s party has taken “to 
co-opt[ing] many of  Jobbik’s views and policies [in 
recent years].”55 
     The rise of  Fidesz has been particularly inter-
esting, as Hungary had shown signs of  accepting 
European norms regarding homosexuality follow-
ing the accession process. For instance, the country 
had already legalized same-sex civil partnerships 
in 200756 and the Hungarian Constitutional Court 
had already ruled that the approved legislation was 
constitutionally legal as the country’s constitution 
considered “same sex relationships legally protect-
able.”57 Additionally, the Constitutional Court had 
ruled that the constitution explicitly prohibited dis-
crimination on the grounds of  sexual orientation.58 
This sort of  policy was significantly more progres-
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sive than in Poland, where both civil unions and 
marriage between same-sex couples were and still 
are illegal.59 The election of  Orbán’s Fidesz Party 
would challenge this liberal precedent. 
     Since Orbán’s election, Hungarian homopho-
bia has been on the rise both on the streets and in 
the country’s legislation. Hungary has seen a rise 
in far right counter demonstrations at Pride events 
throughout the country.60  Right wing politicians 
throughout the country have come to label mem-
bers of  the LGBT community as “deviants” who 
“spread sickness throughout the Hungarian Na-
tion.”61 Prominent Hungarian politicians argue that 
Pride Marches need to be met with equally public 
counterdemonstrations, “in order to protect our 
children, and in the interest of  assuring the healthy 
development of  our community.”62 This sort of  
rhetoric has become legitimized through Viktor 
Orbán’s biggest move as Prime Minister: destroy-
ing the 1989 Hungarian Constitution, and replacing 
it with a brand new 2011 constitution called Hun-
gary’s Fundamental Law.63

     The ideological reasoning behind the new con-
stitution is carefully laid out in the constitution’s 
preamble, calling attention “to the moral defeats 
of  the twentieth century” and to Hungary’s “need 
for spiritual and intellectual renewal…”64 While the 
new constitution did not outlaw the previously le-
galized same-sex civil unions, it did explicitly define 
marriage as a union between a man and a woman,65 
making it impossible for future Hungarian legisla-
tures to make same-sex marriage legal.66 Beyond 
that, the new constitution lacked any mention of  
prohibiting discrimination on grounds of  sexual 
orientation – a noticeable admission, as both EU 
law and previous rulings from the Hungarian Con-
stitutional Court had protected Hungarians against 
such discrimination.67 Additionally, by recognizing 
marriage as the union of  a man and a woman, the 

constitution only granted state protection to het-
erosexual relationships because the traditional fam-
ily was seen as the base upon which Hungarian so-
ciety was built.68 Interestingly, one of  the only other 
countries in the world to defend the new Hungar-
ian constitution was Poland, where the chairman 
of  the Law and Justice Party publicly declared that 
Hungary had “restored democracy and elementary 
order.”69

HOMOPHOBIA AS A REJECTION OF THE 
EUROPEAN UNION
     Polish support for the new Hungarian Constitu-
tion is indicative of  the similarities in each country, 
specifically in advancing homophobic rhetoric and 
policy. Both Polish and Hungarian homophobia is 
a reaction to the EU imposition of  Western liber-
alism on each state’s domestic agenda. Graff  con-
tends that the right to be a homophobe became 
a question of  sovereignty following EU accession, 
and homophobia is now seen as a form of  patrio-
tism – standing up to the European Union which 
seeks to violate traditional domestic cultures.70 This 
is why, as previously noted, the same sort of  ho-
mophobia was not present in Hungary and Poland 
before EU accession. As soon as the European 
Union was able to influence domestic policy, an 
argument for the infringement of  each state’s na-
tional identity and domestic culture became valid. 
This created the necessary political opportunity for 
the far right to rise up in both places – claiming to 
stand up for Polish and Hungarian national values 
against a Europe that looked to replace those val-
ues with broader, European ones.
     In this sense, homosexuality has become associ-
ated with the transnational Other, specifically Eu-
rope and the West.71 The homophobic logic in Po-
land and Hungary is that homosexuals are looking 
to undermine the traditional family with a careful 
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plan – to bring confusion to the aesthetic, moral, 
and political order throughout Europe.72 The ho-
mophobic rhetoric and action is seen as a necessary 
defensive reaction to the European Union’s forcing 
of  a “sexual democracy” upon each country.73 The 
rise of  the far right was that defensive reaction. 
Hungary’s Fidesz Party and its new constitution 
was declared as a response “to the moral defeats 
of  the twentieth century,”74 while Poland’s Law and 
Justice Party saw their ascendance into power as 
being called to bring about a “moral revolution” to 
Polish society.75 
     Homosexuality is therefore politicized as a rep-
resentation of  the European Union attempting to 
subvert Polish and Hungarian national identity and 
domestic culture. Renkin notes that criticism and 
discrimination of  the LGBT community in Hunga-
ry are “merely pretexts for other political meanings” 
following the economic decline since its 2004 entry 
into the European Union. She describes the LGBT 
community as “scapegoats” for Hungarian anger 
directed at the European Union.76  And in Poland, 
Graff  points out that homophobia “can only be 
understood in its historical and political context – 
at the intersection of  hopes and anxieties concern-
ing Poland’s place in the European Union.”77 Thus, 

homosexuality seems to be the most powerful place 
to stand up against European policy, as each coun-
try associates it with a moral right. For example, 
in 2015 both countries worked together to stop a 
European Union ministerial agreement that would 

have forced all EU member states to honor same-
sex marriages wherever they were contracted in the 
European Union.78  (Gennarini 2015). 

III: EVALUATING THE RUSSIAN INFLU-
ENCE IN EU NORM REJECTION
INTRODUCTION
     The Polish and Hungarian response to European 
policy and norm diffusion regarding homosexuality 
seems likened to what Putin’s Russia had hoped for 
from EU member states—mainly, an ideological 
dispute set to bring about European policy stagna-
tion and friction within the European community 
of  states. Both countries argue the imposition of  
homosexuality is in contradiction with their nation-
al identities. As homophobia clearly aligns ideolog-
ically with the Kremlin, it makes sense to evaluate 
what influence Russia plays in the Hungarian and 
Polish position on homosexuality. 

HUNGARY
     For Hungary, there does seem to be a legiti-
mate connection between the Kremlin and Viktor 
Orbán’s Hungarian government. Putin and Orbán 
have developed a close relationship, as Orbán be-
lieves “Europe’s ‘prevailing ideological winds’ are 
‘blowing from the East’ and sees in Russia an ideal 
political model for an ‘illiberal state,’ which he ad-
mires.”79 It has led Orbán to embrace what some 
have called a process of  “Putinization,” which com-
bines authoritarian politics and state-supervised 
economics.80 While Putin and Orbán have crafted 
an important alliance, the new alliance between 
Moscow and Budapest has a lot to do with the Hun-
garian extreme right Jobbik party. Jobbik, the par-
ty Orbán has been reliant upon poaching policies 
from, is in favor of  leaving the European Union 
for Russia’s Eurasian Economic Union.81 The head 
of  Jobbik, Gabor Vona, has openly praised Putin 

Homosexuality has become 
associated with the 

transnational Other, 
specifically Europe and the West.
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as a leader standing up for “traditional family vales, 
Christian morality and our common Eurasian heri-
tage.”82 Additionally, members of  Jobbik have been 
invited, and have traveled to and from Russia to 
meet with leaders in the Russian Duma and with 

prominent Russian academics.83 Therefore, there is 
significant evidence that Hungary has become an 
agent of  influence for Putin. The Hungarian state 
has certainly come to accept Putin’s alternative po-
litical and cultural model to the European model – 
a dangerous precedent for European unity.

POLAND
     The case of  Poland is vastly different. First and 
foremost, there are no close connections between 
the Kremlin and Polish political parties like there 
are in Hungary. Additionally, the dynamic of  the 
ruling Law and Justice Party provides a lot of  in-
sight into the relationship between Poland and Rus-
sia. The party chairman, Jarosław Kaczyński, dom-
inates Polish politics. Formerly the prime minister, 
today Kaczyński is neither the president nor prime 
minister, although Mr. Kaczyński handpicked both 
and is considered “arguably the most powerful [per-
son]” in Polish politics.84  Kaczyński’s twin broth-

er, Lech Kaczyński, was President of  Poland until 
his sudden death in 2010 following a plane crash in 
Smolensk, Russia.85 Some in Poland claimed that 
the Russians were responsible for the crash, and 
some of  these “conspiracy theorists” found their 
way into prominent government positions like cur-
rent Defence Minister Antoni Macierewicz.86  The 
official report following a Russian-led investigation 
placed the blame on “inebriated Polish command-
ers who pressured their pilots to attempt a landing, 
while omitting plausible evidence from the Polish 
side that Russian air traffic controllers gave incor-
rect flight paths and altitudes.”87 Jarosław Kaczyńs-
ki was quick to call the report a “mockery of  Po-
land,”88 and the incident reinforced Kaczyński’s 
“deep distrust of  Russia.”89 This has exacerbated 
tensions between the two governments, and rep-
resents the difficulty in characterizing Poland as 
Putin’s agent of  influence within the European 
Union. 
   The biggest impact upon Poland in its resis-
tance to the EU’s sexual democracy has not been 
Russia, but the Catholic Church. After the fall of  
Communism, it was the Polish Catholic Church 
that successfully lobbied against the inclusion of  
provisions to protect LGBT rights in the new con-
stitution, long before the rise of  the Law and Jus-
tice Party.90 As Poland’s chief  nationalist ideologue 
argued during the interwar period, “Catholicism is 
not an appendage to Polishness … it is embedded 
in its essence, and in a large measure it is its es-
sence.”91  Since the fall of  Communism, the Cath-
olic Church has had political influence that is unri-
valed anywhere else in Europe, with 95% of  Poles 
identifying as Catholic92 compared to only 39% of  
Hungarians.93 Therefore, the Catholic Church has 
tremendous influence in Poland and is a primary 
reason as to why homosexuality has become such a 
politicized issue. The EU’s position on homosexu-

Russian President Vladimir Putin giving a press conference. Courte-
sy of Wikimedia Commons.
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ality is considered to be in direct contradiction with 
Catholic doctrine, and therefore the Polish Catholic 
Church works vigorously to encourage the govern-
ment to reject European liberalism as it pertains to 
homosexuality.

IV: CONCLUSIONS
     Ultimately, both Poland and Hungary continue 
to find themselves positioned geographically and 
ideologically between a liberalizing West and a con-
tinually authoritarian Russia. The European Union 
had appeared to be winning this ideological battle, 
as both countries joined and were forced to adopt 
European standards during accession. Yet recent 
Polish and Hungarian homophobia in spite of  Eu-
ropean norms on homosexuality seems to suggest 
a new ideological aligning with Vladimir Putin’s 
Russia. In evaluating Putin’s influence in this Eu-
ropean rejection, there is a connection in Hunga-
ry as both Prime Minister Orbán and Hungarian 
political parties, like Jobbik, have developed close 
relationships with the Kremlin. On the other hand, 
Polish-Russian relations are particularly tense, as 
the leader of  Poland’s ruling party has made it clear 
that he does not trust the Russian state. The coun-
try’s ideological alignment has more to do with Po-
land’s relationship with the Catholic Church than 
the Kremlin.
     Today, heteronormativity and the traditional 
family represent a Hungarian and Polish national 
identity that both countries believe the European 
Union is looking to erode in order to bring uni-
form liberal policy to the European continent. As 
such, recent years have seen a rise in Polish and 
Hungarian homophobic rhetoric and policies from 
the ruling far right – which is considerably danger-
ous in light of  history, where “…only twenty-five 
years ago, U.S. leadership and Western Europe’s 
resolve helped bring democratic institutions, liber-

al values, and economic prosperity to Central and 
Eastern Europe.”94  The West may have prevailed 
over the Soviet Union twenty-five years ago, but 
today, this is different as the “authoritarian chal-
lenges” presented in Poland and Hungary are far 
more complex and demanding, particularly in rec-
ognizing Hungary’s place in the European Union 
and its close relationship with Russia.95  How the 
EU responds to Polish and Hungarian homopho-
bia will be indicative of  how it plans to respond to 
these newfound authoritarian challenges. The Eu-
ropean Union needs a political answer – something 
more effective than public shaming, but certainly 
less than member expulsion. 
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By Jordan Pino 

     In this short thought-piece, I suggest a particular way of  understanding the nature of  the 
debate between the Federalists and the Anti-Federalists with respect to the form of  the Unit-
ed States’ government.  Namely, I contend that this debate is best understood as a division 
between first and second principles, a disagreement about the validity of  Alexander Pope’s 
maxim: “that which is best administered is best.”  Through this lens, Federalist concern to 
promote a particular end of  government overtakes concern to retain the federal structure of  
government under the Articles of  Confederation, the latter a secondary characteristic to men 
such as John Adams and Alexander Hamilton.  On the opposite side, Anti-Federalists prized 
the league of  separate and sovereign republics with a primary attachment, due in part to the 
localism thesis that individuals such as The Federal Farmer endorsed: government that is near-
by can be controlled. I argue that the Federalists comprehended the revolutionary moment 
as one in which a great nation could be formed; the Anti-Federalists were more attuned to 
protecting the various liberties of  the people.  These primary attachments led to diverging sec-
ondary considerations about the form of  the national authority.

“That Which is 
Administered is Best”:
The Federalists and 
Anti-Federalists on Form
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INTRODUCTION
     Alexander Pope’s maxim–“That which is best 
administered is best”–appears in John Adams’ 
“Thoughts on Government” (April 1776) as well 
as in the first letter of  The Federal Farmer (Octo-
ber 1787), and it was referenced ad nauseum during 
the debates on the Constitution’s ratification.1 In 
the former, Adams criticizes Pope’s words as flat-
tery for tyrants and because they consider the form 
before the end of  government, which he claims 
is liberty and the happiness of  society.  For Ad-
ams, an idiosyncratic puritan, the collective hap-
piness of  a people is enabled by the exercise of  
the various virtues, which contingently forms the 
foundation of  the good republic: “an Empire of  
Laws, and not of  men,” informed by principle and 
virtue. In his perspective, the republican structure 
that is “best contrived to secure an impartial and 
exact execution of  the laws” is best.2 While written 
over ten years before the debates occurred between 
the Federalists and Anti-Federalists over the new 
Constitution, “Thoughts on Government” remains 
a foreshadowing work that details Federalist predi-
lections.  For instance, Adams sketches a structure 
for a powerful representative assembly with suf-
ficient checks and limitations to secure it against 
the timeless flaw of  ambitiousness among its mem-
bership.  He claims, though, that his motivation is 
the promotion of  a particular end of  government 
throughout the union, for which form and admin-
istration are only secondary characteristics.  I would 
suggest that this division of  concern may help to 
account for the differences between the Federalists 
and the Anti-Federalists. The matter becomes more 
revealing when contrasted with the latter instantia-
tion of  Pope’s maxim.  
     The Observations of  the Federal Farmer – con-
sidered one of  the “ablest Anti-Federalist pieces”3 
– expresses the concerns of  that faction to main-

tain the federal form of  the contemporary order, 
in which the various states retained their enormous 
powers without intervening challenge from the 
national authority.  In the first letter, The Federal 
Farmer writes that he is convinced of  the truth of  
Pope’s maxim and that, therefore, a federal govern-
ment of  some sort is necessary.4 The fundamental 
question is why?  Federalists, to varying extents, 
supported consolidation, in which the states would 
cede authority to the national government in order 
to advance common security and protect liberty, es-
pecially since they believed the separate sovereign-
ties of  the states would lead to conflict and war, 
and thereby, liberty’s usurpation.5 Some Federalists 
seemed to hold the states in little regard and ar-
gued that “We must forget our local habits and at-
tachments” in order to achieve these agreed-upon 
ends.6 The Anti-Federalists not only disagreed with 
the Federalists on the matter that localism inhibits 
the aims of  unity, peace, and prosperity (they re-
sented figures like James Monroe who seemed to 
suggest that the state legislatures jarred the welfare 
of  Americans by fomenting “discordant princi-
ples”), but they also claimed that strong state gov-
ernments contributed to the well-functioning ad-
ministration of  the union.7 In this way, The Federal 
Farmer and other Anti-Federalists believed that 
a confederation of  the states was best at its root 
because it reflected the importance of  republican 
principles – participatory government, local prac-
tices and customs, and the development of  a virtu-
ous citizenry, among others. 
     At some level, this is the efficiency argument that 
both Anti-Federalists and Federalists developed in 
different ways, to either support the Articles of  
Confederation or detract from them.  The Feder-
al Farmer, for instance, noted in letter VI that the 
federal system permits the efficient operation of  
a division of  powers, whereby “national concerns 
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may be transacted in the centre [sic]” and “local 
affairs in state or district governments.”8 What is 
advantageous about such a division is that liberty 
is guarded closely because the government is “mild 
and free,” and the consent of  the people given 
continuously in close proximity to their representa-
tives.9 This is the idea that small republics are best 
able to look after their own liberties and interests, 
and make laws, free from the dangers of
over-powerful central authorities.  Publius would, 

of  course, answer this contention in Federalist No. 
10 by claiming larger districts are less amenable to 
the “mischiefs” of  factions or “little demagogues,” 
as James Wilson called local politicians and orga-
nizations.10 Ambitious men and diverse interests 
pitted against each other create a balance of  power 
that protects the people.  Additionally, Federalist 

No. 24 would criticize the notion that the contem-
porary order under the Articles could be consid-
ered well-functioning (and, therefore, best) given 
the transgressions of  Shay’s rebellion and the in-
sufficient acts of  the national government to quell 
it by force.  Nevertheless, the point I suggest is that 
the Anti-Federalists saw an inherent value in the 
existing system of  small republics and collective 
friendship – a value that the Federalists regarded as 
second-order.
     The Anti-Federalists supported the Articles of  
Confederation and therefore opposed the Con-
stitution that emanated from the Convention of  
1787, because they deemed the former a manifes-
tation of  the revolutionary principles for which the 
various colonies warred with England to become 
sovereign states, proclaiming Democratic-Re-
publicanism.11 In this way, good government was 
gradually improved from the framework in which 
it began and, in the case of  the thirteen former 
colonies, radically reconstituting the bounds of  
the union posed a danger to the Law itself  and the 
“preservation of  life, liberty, and property.”12 The 
Anti-Federalists would have been given pause by 
the great enthusiasm of  many Federalists who saw 
the founding decade as an opportunity to forge an 
American Empire built up by commerce and inno-
vation, as Federalist No. 11 advocates.  Also, they 
would have been suspicious of  Adams’ enthusiasm 
in “Thoughts on Government,” where he noted 
excitedly to his correspondent that men of  antiq-
uity would have wished to live in their moment, 
since Adams and his compatriots had the oppor-
tunity to establish a “great” government out of  
their own deliberations.13 While the Anti-Federal-
ists shared in a desire for American welfare and the 
construction of  a virtuous republic of  the world’s 
attention, they grew concerned over Federalist un-
derstandings of  formation of  government.  For 

Fifty-five delegates met in Philadelphia in 1787 to take part in 
a convention to improve the Articles of Confederation.  After a 
raucous summer, they emerged from the ‘Great Debate’ with a 
constitution that endorsed a much stronger central government.  
The two camps – the Federalists and the Anti-Federalists – disagreed 
on first-principles about the importance of strong state govern-
ments to secure the liberties of the people.  Signing of the United 
States Constitution by Junius Brutus Stearns, oil on canvas, 1856.  
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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the Anti-Federalists, they would have remembered 
fondly the excitement of  a decade earlier–the rati-
fication of  their state constitutions. Seventeen Sev-
enty-Six brought with it the Declaration but also 
separate, various expressions of  free and popular 
government.14 As McWilliams notes, the Federal-
ists were influenced by a belief  in the principle of  
representation as a finely-honed concept, matured 
in America; the Anti-Federalists were much more 
enamored of  self-government, representatives be-
ing a necessary evil for matters transcending local 
concern.15  While the Federalists comprehended 
the moment to establish a great nation, it is not too 
far to suggest that the Anti-Federalists were more 
attuned to the nation’s liberty–as both of  these ob-
jects are in natural tension.  The Federalists were 
less attached to state sovereignty because their con-
sideration of  the form of  government followed as-
sessment of  its proper ends – the Anti-Federalists, 
while committed to many of  the same principles, 
included republicanism as first-order.   
     Hamilton and Madison in The Federalist Pa-
pers would, of  course, disagree with the suggestion 
that the Constitution departed from this republican 
heritage.  Federalist No. 39 argues that the form 
of  the new government under the Constitution 
would be of  both federal form and national form, 
and would therefore commit itself  to republican 
principles, while guaranteeing a legitimate execu-
tive authority and an essential role for the states.  
The Anti-Federalists, however, perhaps correctly 
appraised the compromised position of  dual sov-
ereignty – that the division of  authority would tend 
in one direction and serve to vastly diminish state 
powers over and against the national government.16 
It is true also that Federalist No. 85 allayed the anx-
ieties of  many Anti-Federalists about government 
traversing “life, liberty, and property” by Federal-
ists’ intention to amend the Constitution later.  

     Traditionally, the Federalist v. Anti-Federalist 
debate has been seen in the context of  a mere dis-
pute over instrumentality17 or a disagreement about 
the ends of  government or even a much more fun-
damental clash of  political philosophy.  None of  
these perspectives seems to me to capture the inter-
action of  these two groups, but the preceding has 
made no claim directly about any of  these.  Instead, 
I have endeavored to draw attention to Pope’s max-
im – “That which is best administered is best” – to 
suggest that the conservative Anti-Federalists were 
more enchanted by their experiences in self-gov-
ernment as sovereign republics, which led them to 
a first-order attachment to such a principle in unifi-
cation deliberations.  This was not so for the Feder-
alists, who were much less committed to the form 
of  confederation, as a second-order consideration.
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By Stephanie Lewis 

     Throughout the last 50 years, women have experienced increased human capi-
tal attainment and earnings. In addition to these increases, birth control utilization 
has also risen. The purpose of  this issue brief  is to explore the impact of  the 
birth control pill on women’s career paths and wages. To do so, I analyze existing 
literature to illustrate the direct effects of  early legal access to the pill and its rela-
tionship to human capital attainment and future career choices. After evaluating 
the literature, I examine trends in women’s wages and birth control pill utilization 
from 1962-2002, utilizing data from the U.S. Census Bureau and the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention. The results indicate that birth control has con-
tributed to an increase in human capital attainment and wages, due to the notion 
that delayed contraception provides certainty that lowers the cost of  long-term 
career investment decisions. Thus, it is imperative that we consider the vast social 
and political implications of  these results as the U.S. continues to evolve.

The Effect of Birth 
Control on Women’s 
Career Paths and Wages
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INTRODUCTION
     Over the past several decades, birth control 
utilization and earnings have increased for wom-
en in the United States. According to the Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention, birth control 
is one of  the top 10 public health achievements of  
the century. In the past 50 years, the pill has altered 
women’s life-cycle wages and ultimately contribut-
ed to the gender wage gap convergence more than 
other contraceptive methods. Most important-
ly, birth control is one of  the main contributors 
to women’s economic stability and future career 
choices, as it has allowed women to invest in long-
term careers and increased their earnings.
     After the FDA approved the first birth control 
pill in 1960, oral contraceptive use dramatically in-
creased. By 1962, 1.2 million women were taking 
the pill. By 1965, 6.5 million women were taking the 
pill, making it the most popular form of  birth con-
trol in the U.S.1  According to the CDC, the pill was 
the first medication approved for long-term use by 
healthy people and the first 99% effective way to 
prevent conception. By preventing conception, the 
pill delayed motherhood and consequently affected 
women’s human capital investments and earnings.
     The brief discusses the following topics as out-
lined here. The first section describes the effects of  
early access to the pill, specifically delayed mother-
hood, which is the foundation for understanding 
the economic trends to follow. The second section 
explains increased human capital attainment as a 
result of  delayed motherhood, namely lowering the 
costs of  long-term career investment and educa-
tional opportunities. Lastly, the third section illus-
trates the trend in women’s wages and birth control 
pill utilization from 1962-2002, which resulted in 
both higher wages and utilization rates. Addition-
ally, the third section discusses women’s earnings 
as a percentage of  men’s earnings, resulting in a 

converging gender wage gap. The final section con-
cludes that birth control, among other factors, re-
sults in increased wages and increased certainty re-
garding the future of  women in the United States. 

EARLY ACCESS TO THE PILL
     The FDA approved the first legal birth con-
trol pill, Envoid, in 1960. However, this prescription 
was not immediately available to all young women 
because some state laws prohibited access to birth 
control and also banned minors from receiving 
medical care without the consent of  their parents. 
The Comstock Act of  1873 prohibited the sale of  
contraceptives, declaring them “obscene and illic-
it.”2  Some states removed these laws as a result 
of  the Supreme Court’s decision in Griswold v. Con-
necticut, which overturned the Connecticut law that 
prohibited the use of  contraceptives by married 
females. Even though some states removed state 
laws that banned the pill, others did not and access 
continued to be a problem. 
     Despite variation in state laws concerning ac-
cess to the pill, the age at which women had in-
dependent legal access to medical care also varied 
by state. In 1960, the legal age of  most states was 
21, which limited access to the pill for young sin-
gle women. However, some states instituted mature 
minor doctrines that expanded legal rights for mi-
nors and allowed doctors to provide medical care 
to minors without parental consent.3  As a result, 
young women below age 21 were able to access 
birth control in these states. In the states that did 
not expand legal medical rights, they changed the 
legal age to 18 for various political and econom-
ic reasons. Consequently, young women were able 
to obtain access to birth control at age 18 in these 
states. Evident in Figure 1, all women in the United 
States had legal access to birth control by age 18.4  
Figure 1 explains adopted ELA (early legal access) 
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to oral contraceptives for women by age 18 from 
1960 to 1980. By definition, ELA allowed unmar-
ried women age 20 and younger to legally purchase 
birth control in their state, without the consent of  
their parents. 
     Early access to birth control directly affected 
women by reducing the probability of  conception 

at a young age. Access to the pill before age 21 re-
sulted in a 1.0 to 1.2 percentage point reduction in 
the probability that a woman gives birth between 
18 and 21, and decreased the likelihood of  becom-
ing a mother before age 22 by 14% to 18%.5  Fur-
thermore, between 1970 and 1980, ELA reduced 
birthrates among white women ages 15 to 21 by 
8.5%.6 
     Adapted from More Power to the Pill,7  Figure 2 ex-
plains trends in first birth rates by specific age cate-
gory from 1940-1995. After the FDA approved the 
pill in 1960, first birth rates decreased for all cate-
gories until 1976, the year when Planned Parenthood 
of  Central Missouri v. Danforth granted all unmarried 

minors access to contraceptives. 
     Additionally, Figure 3 illustrates that fertility 
rates have been declining, on average, since 1980. 
As defined by the National Vital Statistics Report, 
fertility rates are births per 100,000 women. These 
specific data points are births per 100,000 women 
ages 15-44, all races.
     Delayed motherhood influences a woman’s ca-
reer choices, because it alters the timing of  her de-
cisions. When women have children, they typically 
take time off  to care for their children and remove 
themselves from the workforce for a given period 
of  time. These interruptions depreciate human 
capital and thus, women are less likely to obtain 
the necessary human capital investments to pursue 
long-term careers. However, the pill allows wom-
en to have control over these interruptions. The 
analysis proceeds to describe the long-run positive 
economic effects of  the pill’s ability to delay moth-
erhood, such as decreasing the costs of  long-term 
career investment and increasing women’s wages as 
a result.

Figure 1: States with Early Access to Birth 
Control, by Year

Source: The Effects of  Contraception on Female Poverty, Browne 
(2014)

Figure 2: Trends in First Birth Rates

Source: More Power to the Pill, Bailey (2006)
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HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT
     The advent of  the birth control pill increased 
women’s human capital attainment, as it decreased 
the costs of  long-term career investment and in-
creased the age of  first marriage.8  In their study, 
Goldin and Katz followed a cohort of  female col-
lege graduates born around 1950. Due to the fact 
that the pill gave women greater certainty con-
cerning the pregnancy consequences of  sex, more 
women were able to obtain professional or mana-
gerial degrees.9  Before the pill, women were not 
able to pursue intensive careers because of  child-
care responsibilities that interrupted them from 
acquiring the education level necessary to pursue 
a high wage growth career opportunity. Thus, the 
pill lowered long-term career investment costs by 
effectively eliminating the risk of  pregnancy. 
     Additionally, the pill indirectly reduced mar-
riage market costs for those women who delayed 
marriage to pursue additional human capital invest-
ment. Before the pill, women who delayed marriage 
were typically met with less qualified matches and 
thus, faced much larger costs to delayed marriage. 

With the advent of  the pill, women were able to 
obtain better careers and become more attractive 
marriage partners as a result.10  
     Adapted from The Power of  the Pill, Figure 4 (A) 
explains professional school enrollments of  wom-
en as a portion of  women receiving a bachelor of  
arts in the same year. Figure 4 (B) explains pro-
fessional school enrollments of  women as a por-
tion of  total first-year enrollments in professional 
schools. Both graphs illustrate a sharp increase in 
enrollment beginning in 1970 for medical and law 
students, but graph B shows an increase in the frac-
tion of  women in medical, law, dentistry, and busi-
ness professional schools. It is interesting to note 
that the increase in professional career investments 
was not a result of  admitting more women, but 
rather an increase in female applications.11 

Figure 3: Trends in Fertility Rates, 1980-2014, all 
women ages 15-44

Source: National Vital Statistics Report, Hamilton (2015)

Figure 4: Women in Professional Degree Programs

Source: Goldin & Katz (2002)
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     Similar to Goldin and Katz, Bailey also found 
that early access to the pill reduced the costs and in-
creased the returns to pursuing careers. According 
to Bailey, “Young women could stay in the labor 
market, invest in careers (through formal schooling 
or training or on-the-job experience), and be sexu-
ally active (or marry) without the risk of  pregnan-
cy.”12 This is due to the previously mentioned ca-
reer interruptions that women face when deciding 
whether or not to have children. Expected career 
interruptions reduce pre-interruption career invest-
ments.13 Therefore, when women have certainty 
over the pregnancy consequences of  sex and they 
can adequately prepare for conception, they are less 
likely to interrupt long-term career investments.
     Figure 5 describes the effect of  early legal access 
on women’s labor force participation. Using data 
from Bailey (2012), the results indicate that women 
with early access to contraception participated less 
in the workforce in their early twenties and more 
in their thirties and early forties than women with-
out early access. The y-axis, cumulative experience 
in hours, is defined as weeks worked multiplied 
by usual weekly hours and summed across survey 
wages.14 Evident in Figure 5, women worked 846 
less hours than their counterparts without early ac-
cess by their late twenties, but worked 2,282 more 
hours by their forties. This is consistent with the 
pill’s ability to decrease long-term career invest-
ment costs, as described above. Women are work-
ing less in their early twenties, as they are obtaining 
the necessary education and experience to benefit 
them in their thirties and forties. Thus, women are 
reaping the benefits of  human capital accumulation 
later in their lives.
     Due to the fact that women are able to obtain 
greater human capital investment with regards to 
education and professional opportunities, the pill 
increases women’s wages and lifetime earnings, as 

discussed in the following section.

INCREASE IN WOMEN’S EARNINGS
     As more women began to change their career 
paths and invest in high wage growth jobs, la-
bor-force participation increased by 8% among 
women ages 26-30, as these women worked rough-
ly 68 more annual hours than those without access 
to the pill. This translates to a 15% increase in an-
nual hours worked for those women.15 
   This section uses data from the U.S. Census Bu-
reau and the Centers for Disease Control and Pre-
vention to illustrate the relationship between pill 
utilization and women’s earnings. 
     Figure 6 illustrates that both women’s earnings 
and birth control utilization have increased over 
the past 50 years. Women’s earnings are defined 
as yearly earnings in 2014 CPI-adjusted dollars, 
for full-time workers. As women’s earnings have 
steadily increased, so has birth control utilization. 
Birth control utilization has increased from 4% in 
1962 to 19% in 2002 for women ages 15-44. Birth 
control utilization is defined by the percentage of  
people who used the pill during the month of  the 
National Survey of  Family Growth interview. Even 

Figure 5: Impact of  ELA on Human Capital 
Accumulation, by Age

Source: Bailey (2012)
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though there are other forms of  contraceptives, the 
data in this issue brief  focuses solely on pill usage. 
     Additionally, Figure 7 explains women’s earn-

ings relative to men’s from 1962-2014. As women’s 
earnings and labor-force participation began to in-
crease in the 1960s, the gender wage gap began to 
narrow. This is consistent with the idea that the pill 
has allowed women to invest in long-term careers 
with high wage growth potential, such as manageri-
al or professional occupations.
     From the data above, it is evident that birth 
control utilization (defined by the pill) and earn-
ings both increased from 1962 to 2002. How much 

of  the increase in earnings can be attributed to 
the pill? Bailey (2012) uses a counterfactual hourly 
wage distribution from the population census by 
removing age-specific estimates of  early legal ac-
cess to the pill from the earnings of  cohorts born 
after 1940 and computes the actual hourly wage 
distribution for both genders. The results indicate 
that both the actual gender gap and the simulated 
gender gap closed and thus, 10% of  the converging 
gap in the 1980s is due to the pill compared to 31% 
in the 1990s.16 Bailey concludes that the pill most 
noticeably affected women in the middle IQ distri-
bution with some college education; these women 
experienced the most wage gains in their lifetimes. 
Furthermore, one third of  the total wage gains 
can be attributed to the pill, whereas educational 
attainment and increasing labor market experience 
accounts for the other two thirds of  the wage in-
crease.
     Moreover, early access laws doubled the percent-
age of  women ages 18 to 20 using the pill in states 
with these laws. These women who had early access 
to the pill at age 18 earned approximately 8% more 
each year by the 1980s than those in states without 
access to the pill.17 According to Miller, early access 
to the pill accounts for roughly 27-37% of  annual 
wage gains among women born in the late 1940s, 
while 33-46% of  the hourly wage gains can be at-
tributed to early access.18  
     Lastly, early legal access to the pill has reduced 
female poverty by 0.5 percentage points.19 Even 
though this effect may not seem large, it is import-
ant because of  the pill’s feasibility and efficiency. 
Unlike other methods to reduce poverty, the pill is 
extremely easy to distribute to large numbers with-
out adverse side effects or high cost. 

Figure 6: Trends in Yearly Earnings and Birth Control 
Utilization, 1962-2002

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, National Survey of  Family Growth

Figure 7: Female-to-male earnings ratio, 1962-2014, 
full-time workers

Source: U.S. Census (2014)
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CONCLUSION
     This issue brief  discusses the effect of  the birth 
control pill in two major ways: an increase in hu-
man capital attainment with regards to long-term 
career investment decisions and an increase in 
earnings. Due to the pill’s ability to effectively delay 
conception, the pill transformed women’s certainty 
regarding their futures and contributed to the con-
vergence of  the gender wage gap.
     In terms of  future research, it is interesting 
to think about this issue in the context of  policy. 
According to the findings in this brief, it is clear 
that access to the pill increases women’s economic 
stability and narrows the gender wage gap. When 
thinking about policy concerning ease of  acces-
sibility to the pill, it is important to remember its 
positive continued effects on women’s futures. The 
pill has arguably reduced inequality in outcomes by 
allowing women greater certainty over both their 
career and life paths. 
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     It has often been noted that the lasting legacy of  the Anti-Federal-
ists is the Bill of  Rights. What is less known are the Anti-Federalists’ 
fears about the federal judiciary—most specifically about the role of  
the Supreme Court in the new constitutional regime. In this essay, we 
will explore a line of  reasoning advanced by an Anti-Federalist author 
by the pen name Brutus. Brutus was deeply worried about the judi-
cial branch employing judicial review to consolidate the various state 
governments into a single, national authority. Of  course, the states 
have not disappeared; consolidation has not been an open-ended and 
consistent development. However, in many instances, the lessons of  
Brutus have certainly proven themselves to be prescient.

By Michael Skeen

The Federal Judiciary and the 
Specter of  Consolidation

Behold the Lessons of 
Brutus:
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     For good and bad, the Constitution of  the United 
States is not quite the same document that was rat-
ified circa 1789. Beyond the relatively few amend-
ments adopted via the formal processes of  Article 
V, the federal judiciary, with the High Court at the 
helm, has transformed the Constitution in a variety 
of  ways. Among the most important of  these is the 
tendency of  the federal judiciary to augment na-
tional power at the expense of  state power. Grant-
ing this subsequent judicially inspired transforma-
tion, some historically interesting questions begin 
to emerge. For example, were the Anti-Federalists, 
who predicted such a transformation, correct in 
their assessment? Did they see more honestly into 
human nature and the practical limits of  republican 
politics than did their better-remembered rivals, 
the Federalists? To answer these questions, we will 
turn to the writings of  Anti-Federalist pamphle-
teers such as Brutus and The Federal Farmer and 
their prescient observations concerning the judicial 
power of  the United States—specifically to the in-
terplay between the federal judiciary, the doctrine 
of  judicial review and the specter of  consolidated 
government.
     As Herbert Storing notes, the most fundamental 
Anti-Federalist objection to the Constitution was 
its perceived “consolidating tendency.”1 In large 
part, the demurral was because the Anti-Federal-
ists tended to favor the Classical view, most prom-
inently espoused by Montesquieu, that republican 
government can safely operate only within the 
confines of  a small or ‘contracted territory’ whose 
inhabitants basically share the same customs and 
interests—but it manifestly cannot work within an 
expanse as large and diverse as that of  the Union. 
Therefore, in opposition to the political (and 
commercial) aspirations of  the Federalists, Ralph 
Ketchum writes, 2

   

To the Anti-Federalists, this meant—as much as 
possible—retaining the vitality of  the state gov-
ernments where rulers and the ruled are best able 
to know and understand each other. Under the 
new constitutional regime, the fear was that the 
state governments, which the Anti-Federalists saw 
as necessary to the preservation of  individual lib-
erty, would eventually be absorbed into a distant 
national authority. This authority would be so far 
removed (in both location and spirit) from the 
everyday lives of  the people—their ‘habits and 
attachments’—that the longstanding Puritan-in-
spired tradition of  local self- government, in any 
meaningful sense, would eventually disappear. In 
its place, would emerge a subtle form of  despotism 
that Alexis de Tocqueville, many years later, would 
refer to as ‘administrative centralization,’ that is to 
say, a centralized political power that seeks to reg-
ulate the sundry activities of  citizens via uniform 
rules and blanket provisions that tend to ignore 
reasonable communitarian claims to local self-de-
termination.3 At its core, this fear draws upon the 
axiom that an imperium in imperio (i.e., a state within 
a state) is a serious error in political thinking. Two 
sovereign authorities, it was believed, could not co-
exist within a single polity; one or the other must be 

[t]he Anti-Federalists looked to the Classical 
idealization of  the small, pastoral republic, 

where virtuous, self-reliant citizens managed their 
own affairs and shunned the power and glory of  
empire. To them, the victory in the American 

Revolution meant not so much the big chance to 
become a wealthy world power, but rather the op-
portunity to achieve a genuinely republican polity, 
far from the greed, lust for power, and tyranny 

that had generally characterized human society.

{

{
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supreme; and because power is dynamic, the loser 
in the struggle for supremacy must ultimately ex-
pect its authority to wane—in this case, the author-
ity of  the state governments.
     For the Anti-Federalists, the garden path to 
national consolidation was paved in two directions:
(1) the new Constitution created powers that were 
not necessary to the Union; and (2) it failed to ad-
equately regulate and restrain those powers that, 
in fact, were necessary. Either way, both of  these 
avenues display a hallmark of  early American po-
litical thought, namely, the Puritanical belief  that 
the innate human craving for power will exploit any 
opportunity to exercise dominion. Under the Fed-
eralists’ proposed constitutional regime, the branch 
of  government that ultimately would be responsi-
ble for articulating the scope of  these powers—and 
thus limiting the sway of  Old Man Adam—would 
be the federal judiciary, and most specifically the 
United States Supreme Court. For Anti-Federalists 
such as Brutus, however, this presented more of  a 
problem, than a solution.
     At the outset, it should be noted that Brutus 
did not question the federal judiciary’s authority to 
practice judicial review: 4

     

     In ecognizing that judicial review is within the 
purview of  the federal judiciary, Brutus draws an 
important conclusion, namely, that “the judgment 
of  the judicial [branch], on the constitution, will be-
come the rule to guide the legislature in their con-
struction of  their powers [because] the legislature...
will not go over the limits by which the courts may 
adjudge they are confined.”5 What alarmed Brutus 
was the ease with which the judicial branch could 
apply its power of  judicial review to circumvent the 
Constitution’s separation of  powers in the service 
of  national consolidation. Indeed, Brutus feared 
that this skirting could threaten the continued in-
dependence of  the states.
     As Brutus read Article III, the federal judiciary 
would be the final arbiter in interpreting the mean-
ing of  the Constitution, and since its jurisdiction 
extended to cases “in equity,” it would also enjoy a 
rather wide “latitude of  construction.”6 Discount-
ing Alexander Hamilton’s assertion in Federalist 78 
that the judiciary was the “least dangerous” branch 
of  the national government because it lacked “ei-
ther the sword or the purse,”7 Brutus argued that 
the federal courts “will not confine themselves to 
any fixed or established rules.” Instead, they will 
adopt “certain principles, which being received by 
the legislature, will enlarge the sphere of  [legisla-
tive] power beyond all bounds.”8  No matter how 
carefully the delegates to the Philadelphia Con-
vention had tried to fix the limits of  the national 
legislative power, the federal judiciary would have 
enough interpretive discretion that it could eas-
ily undermine those efforts. Thus, as the Federal 
Farmer admonished: “We are more in danger of  
sowing the seeds of  arbitrary government in this 
department of  government than in any other.”9

     So far, we see that Brutus largely treated the 
doctrine of  judicial review as an aspect of  the ‘hori-
zontal’ separation of  powers, but he soon indicated 

…if  the legislature pass laws, which, in the judg-
ment of  the court, they are not authorized to do by 
the constitution, the court will not take notice of  

them; for it will not be denied, that the constitution 
is the highest or supreme law. And the courts are 
vested with the supreme and uncontrollable power, 
to determine, in all cases that come before them, 

what the constitution means; they cannot, therefore, 
execute a law, which, in their judgment, opposes the 
constitution, unless we can suppose they can make 

a superior law give way to an inferior.

{

{
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that its real force would be felt along the ‘vertical’ 
axis of  federalism, where it would “operate to ef-
fect, in the most certain, but yet silent and imper-
ceptible manner, what is evidently the tendency of  
the constitution: —I mean, an entire subversion of  
the legislative, executive and judicial powers of  the 
individual states.”  The “equivocal” and “ambigu-
ous” language of  key passages of  text as well as the 
broad purposes proclaimed in the preamble, would 
allow the judiciary to adopt “an equitable construc-
tion” of  the Constitution consistent with the doc-
ument’s “spirit, intent and design…as well as the 
words in their common acceptation.” Futhermore, 
just as the federal judiciary would have a stake in 

“using this latitude of  interpretation” to expand 
the powers of  the legislature because, in turn, that 
would serve to “enlarge the sphere of  their own 
authority,” so judicial determinations would call 
the legislature’s attention to the “bounds” to which 
its power could aspire, the reach to which it may 
grasp.10

     In a telling example, Brutus seized upon the 
open-textured language of  the Constitution’s pre-
amble to demonstrate just how far an equitable in-
terpretation of  the Constitution might be carried. 
Brutus asked, what did it mean to “form a more 
perfect union” of  the American people? “Now to 
make a union of  this kind perfect,” he answered, 
“it is necessary to abolish all inferior governments, 
and to give the general one complete legislative, ex-
ecutive and judicial powers to every purpose.” Such 
a result, however, would not be accomplished with 
reckless alacrity, but only with “as much celerity, as 
those who have the administration of  [the general 
government] will think prudent,” as the federal ju-
diciary strikes down state laws that interfere with 
the exclusive jurisdiction of  the national legislature 
or even in areas of  “concurrent jurisdiction.”11

     In conclusion, if  one were to search Ameri-
can legal history for evidence to support Brutus’ 
contention that the Constitution’s language is as 
malleable or enticing as he supposes it to be, one 
would not have to look far into the future. Beyond 
the preamble, according to Brutus, the provision in 
the proposed Constitution that seemed most likely 
to be subject to such an egregious interpretation 
was the Necessary and Proper Clause.3 Indeed, the 
open-ended language of  the clause threatened to 
justify the unwarranted expansion of  national pow-
er “to almost everything about which any legislative 
power can be employed…[N]othing can stand be-
fore it.” The aim of  the clause was to vest the legis-
lature with enough authority to undertake measures 
that are justifiably “for the carrying into Execution” 
of  its enumerated powers.12 In other words, relying 
on the literal language of  the clause, the legislature 
may adopt measures that are designed to assist or 
facilitate the national government in executing its 
constitutionally enumerated powers. In actual prac-
tice, however, the legislative branch does not rely 

The State House in Philadelphia, 1778. Courtesy of Wikimedia 
Commons.
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on the limitations of  literal language, but on a judi-
cially favored interpretation of  the text that affords 
wide-ranging and expansive powers to the national 
government.
     For example, in the High Court’s landmark de-
cision, McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat. 316 (1819), 
Chief  Justice John Marshall, an ardent Federalist, 
upheld the constitutionality of  the Bank of  the 
United States with a broad reading of  legislative 
power and a devout nationalist interpretation of  
our federal system of  divided government. In his 
classic formulation, Marshall writes: 13

  
  

Moreover, the Chief  Justice interestingly con-
strued the word “necessary” to mean the much 
more helpful “convenient” or “useful” and rejected 
the narrow reading of  “indispensable.”14 So even 
though the authority to establish a national banking 
system (the Federal Reserve) is not among the enu-
merated powers of  the legislative branch, it can do 
so because establishing such a system is a ‘neces-
sary and proper’ (i.e. convenient) way of  executing 
its power to lay and collect taxes, to borrow and 
collect money, regulate interstate commerce, and 
the such.  When the word ‘necessary’ is judicially 
construed to mean ‘convenient,’ perhaps we should 
behold the lessons of  Brutus.

Let the end be legitimate, let it be within the 
scope of  the Constitution, and all means which 
are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to 

that end, which are not prohibited, but consistent 
with the letter and spirit of  the Constitution, are 

constitutional.

{

{
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     This paper argues that the United States Constitution’s First Amendment 
guarantee of  free speech is imperative to maintaining a free society, even if  some 
members of  that society find certain speech disagreeable or offensive. It contends 
that federal and state laws must obey the First Amendment’s guarantee of  content 
neutrality, or acceptance of  all viewpoints, in order to be considered constitution-
al. By delineating the progression of  Supreme Court precedent regarding con-
troversial speech through four landmark cases, this paper argues that the Court’s 
jurisprudence over the past half-century justly moved in a constitutional direction, 
because modern legal interpretation of  the First Amendment has made free 
speech even freer than it was at the time of  the First Amendment’s ratification. 
Finally, this discussion asserts that while the modern view of  free speech may not 
align with the Founders’ opinions, it achieves their ultimate vision of  an adaptable 
Constitution and a tolerant, open society.

By Monica Coscia

How the Supreme Court 
Made the Freedom of 
Speech More Free
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     “If  there is a bedrock principle underlying the First 
Amendment,” Justice Brennan declared in Texas v. 
Johnson, “it is that the government may not prohibit 
the expression of  an idea simply because society 
finds the idea itself  offensive or disagreeable.”1 This 
succinctly captures the rationale behind the free-
dom of  speech that the United States Constitution 
cherishes, and is consistent with the Bill of  Rights’ 
purpose to secure certain fundamental liberties 
from government infringement. Free speech is cen-
tral to a tolerant, free society, in that it promotes the 
unfettered circulation of  ideas, opinions, and ideol-
ogies. As Justice Holmes asserted in his Abrams v. 
United States dissent, the First Amendment’s protec-
tion of  free speech necessitates a free marketplace 
of  ideas, through which the “competition of  the 
market” filters opinions based on their truth value.2  
     Since the government has a constitutional re-
sponsibility to refrain from interfering with one’s 
individual right to express his or her beliefs, it can-
not pick and choose the opinions that are prohibit-
ed and those that are allowed. The liberty to speak 
one’s mind without governmental intervention re-
lies on the principle that “no official, high or petty, 
can prescribe what shall be orthodox in…matters 
of  opinion,” as Justice Jackson held in West Virginia 
v. Barnette.3 The deliberate selection of  acceptable 
and prohibited opinions makes for an intolerant, 
oppressive society in which those who disagree with 
the government are not allowed to use their voices. 
In his seminal work On Liberty, liberal philosopher 
John Stuart Mill argued that such censorship is ty-
rannical, because it presumes that the government 
is the infallible judge of  what is right and acceptable. 
In their decisive break with tyranny, the Framers 
of  the Constitution channeled Mill’s doctrine, pur-
posefully protecting the freedom of  speech from                         
“the vicissitudes of  political controversy.”4  
     

 Over the last half-century, the Supreme 
Court of  the United States has adopted a broad-
er standard of  what speech is protected under the 
First Amendment in cases such as Brandenburg v. 
Ohio, Texas v. Johnson, R.A.V. v. St. Paul, and Snyder 
v. Phelps. In these four landmark rulings, the Court 
held that various instances of  controversial politi-
cal and religious speech—and expressive conduct 
—receive First Amendment protection. Although 
the Supreme Court has ruled innumerable times on 
the freedom of  speech, these cases are particularly 
groundbreaking in that they represent the Supreme 
Court’s authorization of  four major categories of  
speech: political speech, symbolic speech, religious 
speech, and protest speech. In a remarkable in-
stance of  judicial incrementalism, the Court grad-
ually expanded the scope of  the First Amendment 
by striking down laws that limited speech based on 
its content, delivery, and intent. Because a decrease 
in restrictions translates to an increase in freedom, 
the Supreme Court effectively moved judicial doc-
trine toward the First Amendment’s unqualified 
guarantee of  free speech. An analysis of  these four 
cases will ultimately prove that the high court em-
ployed just and prudent reasoning in its decisions, 
as they advanced the freedom of  speech. 
     The dissenting justices in these cases opined 
that the Supreme Court has gone off  the deep-end 
in protecting speech that is, in their view, “high-
ly damaging,” through deciding these four cases. 
However, in each of  these cases, those arguing 
for the government’s prohibition of  the speech in 
question did not prove that the speech directly and 
immediately caused legitimate harm to another in-
dividual or group. If  the freedom of  speech is truly 
free, the government cannot prohibit it—except 
in rare occasions in which “…the incidence of  the 
evil apprehended is so imminent that it may befall 
before there is opportunity for full discussion,” as 
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Justice Brandeis argued in Whitney v. California.5  
     Of  course, in order to fulfill its duty to protect 
the general welfare, the government must maintain 
a right to prohibit those instances of  speech that 
will almost surely bring about legitimate damage—
such as Justice Holmes’ notorious example of  
yelling “Fire!” in a crowded theater.6  The govern-
ment’s adoption of  a standard other than the pro-
tection of  public safety in limiting the freedom of  
speech, however, is a violation of  the First Amend-
ment’s requirement that laws are content-neutral, 
or accepting of  all viewpoints. It follows that the 
government cannot outlaw speech just because it 
offends another individual, as doing so would cre-
ate a right to be free from offense—a highly sub-
jective standard that would prohibit a great deal of  
controversial speech. 
     Practically speaking, the protection of  free speech 
ultimately advances public safety. There is much 
greater potential for danger if  the government pro-
hibits radical speech instead of  allowing it, because 
suppressing thought and opinion “breeds repres-
sion; that repression breeds hate; that hate menaces 
stable government.”7 In other words, the freedom 
of  speech often precludes the need for violent ex-
tremism and rioting, destruction that is objectively 
more harmful to society than peaceful protest. The 
free expression of  even the most prejudiced and 
controversial opinions serve the social purpose of  
avoiding violence: “It lets off  steam; it allows natu-
ral tensions to express themselves incrementally; it 
can siphon off  conflict through words, rather than 
actions.”8  As Justice Jackson articulated, govern-
ments that eliminate dissent must face the danger 
with which angry, suppressed dissenters retaliate.9  
     Now that we have established the fundamental 
logic behind free speech in the United States, we 
can understand why the Supreme Court justly ap-
plied the principle to protect controversial speech 

in four epochal cases from the last few decades. 
The first case is Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969), which 
overturned the conviction of  a Ku Klux Klan 
leader for allegedly advocating violence in a rally 
speech, during which he suggested that his orga-
nization might need to take action if  the govern-
ment continued to deny white supremacy through 
the enactment of  civil rights laws. The Supreme 
Court correctly recognized the fact that Branden-
burg’s advocative speech did not directly spawn 
“imminent lawless action,” nor was it “likely to in-
cite or produce such action.”10 This case declared 
unconstitutional an Ohio law that prohibited the 
advocacy, teaching, and publishing of  material that 
encourages violence. Because such advocacy—like 
that of  Brandenburg—in no way directly or tan-
gibly threatens public safety, the Supreme Court 
rightly decided that this speech was protected un-
der the First Amendment.
   Although the lower court sustained the convic-
tion and the law on the grounds that advocacy 
alone has the potential to threaten violence, the Su-
preme Court drew the line between protected ad-
vocative speech and unprotected speech that actu-
ally incites violence. The Court in effect recognized 
that anti-advocacy laws, such as the one in Ohio, 
unconstitutionally elevate the advocacy of  a crime 
to commitment of  the crime itself. The Ohio law 
punished speech for effects that it did not produce, 
nor that it was likely to produce. Justice Douglas 
articulated that the only prosecutable speech is 
that which is “inseparable” from “the acts actually 
caused.” Except for those rare instances, it is un-
constitutional for the government “to invade that 
sanctuary of  belief  and conscience.”11 
    Another Supreme Court case that expanded pro-
tected speech under the First Amendment was Tex-
as v. Johnson (1989), which overturned a conviction 
for burning the American flag as a form of  public 
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protest. It may not seem evident why the Court 
would consider the action of  burning a flag as an 
issue of  free speech. However, as Justice Brennan 

explains, certain expressive conduct falls under the 
protection of  the First Amendment. Conduct that 
contains “intent to convey a particularized mes-
sage” and great “likelihood…that the message 
would be understood by those who viewed it” is 
speech for the purpose of  the First Amendment 
because of  its communicative value.12  The Court 
held that burning the American flag was expres-
sive conduct because it clearly conveyed a political 
statement. On the grounds that burning the flag 
was expressive conduct protected under the First 
Amendment and did not create legitimate harm to 
other individuals, the Supreme Court justly decided 
Texas v. Johnson. The Court fairly deemed the law 
prohibiting desecration of  the American flag un-
constitutional: the law’s establishment of  an ortho-

dox belief  and compulsory reverence of  a national 
symbol are the very contradiction of  the content 
neutrality guaranteed by the First Amendment.
     The dissent in Texas argued that it was a legiti-
mate exercise of  state police power to declare the 
protection of  a symbol of  national unity and that 
Johnson’s burning of  the American flag “had a ten-
dency to incite a breach of  the peace.”13  However, 
the flag burning produced no disturbance of  the 
peace, no threats to disturb the peace, and no direct 
insult to a particular individual. The Court justly 
recognized that it is unconstitutional to criminal-
ize the potentially violent effects of  free speech if  
there is absolutely no indication that the speech will 
provoke violence. The dissent also asserted that al-
lowing flag burning symbolizes the tarnishing of  
American values. However, Justice Brennan points 
out that one of  the principles that the American 
flag represents is the freedom of  speech itself, so 
the Texas v. Johnson decision actually strengthened 
the flag’s cherished place in American society.14

     Four years later, the Supreme Court declared 
unconstitutional a Minneapolis law prohibiting the 
erection of  symbols that spawn anger “on the basis 
of  race, color, creed, religion, or gender” on public 
or private property in R.A.V. v. St. Paul (1992).15 
This case overturned the conviction of  white teen-
agers who burned a cross on the front lawn of  
the only African American family in their neigh-
borhood. Justice Scalia argued that a law barring 
the use of  certain “fighting words” was unconsti-
tutional because it “prohibits otherwise permitted 
speech solely on the basis of  the subjects the speech 
addresses.”16 In other words, the law in question 
selectively forbade speech motivated by racial, re-
ligious, or gender discrimination solely on the ba-
sis of  its content. This is a blatant violation of  the 
First Amendment’s guarantee of  content neutral-
ity, as it infringes upon distinguishable categories 

Gregory Lee Johnson with his lawyer William Kuntsler during the 
Texas v. Johnson trial. Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons.
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of  speech, so the Court justly decided R.A.V. v. 
St. Paul. Justice Scalia clarifies that the government 
may prohibit speech “because of  the action it en-
tails, but not because of  the ideas it expresses.”17 In 
practice, this means that the government can ban 
defamation because it directly and tangibly harms 
another individual, but the government cannot 
ban certain speech topics without discriminating 
against certain viewpoints and thus violating the 
First Amendment. This law unconstitutionally al-
lowed the expression of  hostility “on the basis of  
political affiliation, union membership, or homo-
sexuality,” but not race, religion, or gender, which 
is clearly an arbitrary distinction.18  
     The dissent counters that the law’s purpose was 
to protect certain minority groups from injuries 
caused by offensive symbols, and that it was with-
in Minneapolis’ police powers to protect minority 
groups from risks, harms, and fear. In other words, 
the law declares that particular classes of  individu-
als have a right to be free from threats, and this right 
trumps one’s explicit constitutional right to free 
speech. Justice Scalia maintains that the only thing 

distinguishing the injury produced by “prohibited 
fighting words” from “allowed fighting words” was 
the content of  the particular ideas behind them. 
The First Amendment protects all ideas, not just 
the ones that the government deems acceptable. 
     The final case in this discussion is Snyder v. Phelps 
(2011), in which the Supreme Court upheld the 
right of  the Westboro Baptist Church to protest 
near the funeral of  a soldier who was killed in Iraq. 
The picketers held placards arguing that soldiers’ 
deaths in the war were God’s punishment for im-
moral American society, that homosexuality was a 
sin, and that Catholicism was sacrilegious. Although 
the Church expressed controversial ideas that many 
people, including the Snyder family, found painfully 
offensive, Justice Roberts argued that their speech 
was protected by the First Amendment because the 
Westboro Baptist Church’s speech concerned pub-
lic affairs and was expressed in the public forum 
of  a sidewalk. He pointed out that the Church’s 
audience was the general public and that its mem-
bers did not intend to offend particular private 
individuals. Although the speech may be disturb-
ing to some, if  not most, members of  society, the 
Supreme Court rightly concluded that the public 
discussion of  public affairs is “more than self-ex-
pression; it is the essence of  self-government.”19  
      If  the Supreme Court had ruled in favor of  
Snyder, it would have sanctioned the prohibition 
of  speech based on its content, which is contrary 
to the First Amendment’s guarantee of  content 
neutrality. The opinion states that “Westboro’s 
picketing turned on the content and viewpoint of  
the message conveyed, rather than any interference 
with the funeral itself.”20 Because the picketers were 
peaceful, protested a considerable distance away 
from the funeral, and refrained from “shouting, 
profanity, and violence,” their speech was right-
ly protected under the First Amendment. Justice 

Westboro Baptist Church protestors. Courtesy of Wikimedia Com-
mons.
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Roberts cites the practical concern for allowing 
even “outrageous” speech “breathing room,” rec-
ognizing the reality that forcing contentious speech 
underground would likely radicalize it and spawn 
legitimate violence.21 Justice Alito’s dissent, on the 
other hand, holds that the First Amendment does 
not protect the intentional infliction of  emotional 
distress, especially at a time of  emotional sensitivity. 
But this argument creates a right to be free from of-
fense that trumps the First Amendment guarantee 
of  free speech, which is patently unconstitution-
al. Additionally, as the opinion points out, no evi-
dence in the record proved that the Westboro Bap-
tist Church intentionally or specifically aimed their 
protest at the Snyder family. Although the picketing 
was admittedly jarring, the Supreme Court appro-
priately decided that even strikingly controversial 
speech—as long as it does not directly incite vio-
lence—is protected under the First Amendment. 
     Because the Founders enshrined the freedom of  
speech in the absolute first amendment to the Unit-
ed States Constitution, we know that they highly 
valued the protection of  expression from the arbi-
trariness of  governmental authorities. The funda-
mental purpose of  the Bill of  Rights was to protect 
the citizens of  the newborn United States from the 
abuses they had endured under the monarchy from 
which they had just declared independence. The 
freedom of  speech signaled the Founders’ decisive 
break with Great Britain’s use of  “prior restraint,” 
or restriction of  opinions before they were spoken 
or published.  Although the Founders made a point 
to protect the freedom of  speech, they generally 
believed that this right was not absolute. For exam-
ple, John Adams believed that false speech should 
not receive protection under the First Amendment. 
Benjamin Franklin stated that speech that defames 
or affronts another individual should be unpro-
tected, and that he would exchange his “Liberty 

of  Abusing others for the Privilege of  not being 
abused myself ”—in other words, claiming a right 
to be free from offense.23 During the Founding 
Era, the First Amendment only applied to respon-
sible and truthful speech. 
     Although it is impossible to determine whether 
the Founders would have approved of  modern Su-
preme Court decisions, and although the Founders 
split over the issue of  free speech themselves, they 
most likely would have disagreed with the outcome 
of  these cases. In light of  the Founders’ support 
of  prohibitions on seditious libel (publishing in-
formation that brings the government into con-
tempt), blasphemy (speech that insults religion), 
and speech that had a “bad tendency” (speech that 
supports illegal activity), they probably would have 
disapproved of  speech that might hold the govern-
ment or religion in contempt—such as advocating 
for violence against the government, burning the 
American flag, burning a cross, or protesting the 
United States’ involvement in war.24  
     Several former and current justices on the Su-
preme Court and many American civilians believe 
that judges should always consider the original in-
tent of  the Founders when interpreting the Con-
stitution. Justice Meese argued that the Founders 
deliberately chose every word of  the Constitution, 
so “Any true approach to constitutional interpreta-
tion must respect the document in all its parts.”25 
He held that since we know so much about the 
Founders’ opinions, justices must use them to re-
solve the Constitution’s textual ambiguities. How-
ever, James Madison—a Founder himself—felt 
that judges should not limit themselves to the 
Constitution’s original intent, but rather consider 
the popular understanding of  the Constitution, to 
make decisions.26 The fact that the Founders them-
selves were divided over how their posterity should 
interpret the Constitution and over constitution-
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al provisions makes exact original intent virtually 
impossible to follow. But this does not mean that 
the Founders’ opinions do not matter. We should 
still aim to espouse the spirit of  the Constitution 
to secure individual liberties and maintain a limited 
government—which expanding the protection of  
free speech achieves—but adopting the exact be-
liefs of  the Founders fails to take modern reality 
into account.
     As evidenced by the amendment provision and 
the intent that the Constitution would serve the na-
tion for centuries to come, the Founders intend-
ed the Constitution to adapt to modern standards. 
Justice Brennan argues that justices should consid-
er the transformative purpose of  the Constitution 
and interpret the text in light of  modern circum-
stances, while still paying homage to the spirit of  
the Founders’ beliefs: “The Framers discerned 
fundamental principles through struggles against 
particular malefactions of  the Crown; the struggle 
shapes the particular contours of  the articulated 
principles. But our acceptance of  the fundamental 
principles has not and should not bind us to those 
precise, at times anachronistic, contours.”27 Be-
cause the protection of  the freedom of  speech was 
among those fundamental principles, the Supreme 
Court’s broadening of  free speech over the last 
half-century achieves the Founders’ ultimate mis-
sion, despite that they may have opposed the im-
pacts of  these four decisions. Since the Founding 
Era, the Supreme Court has progressed from pro-
hibiting speech carrying a “bad tendency,” to ban-
ning speech that creates a “clear and present dan-
ger,” to only banning speech if  it “incites imminent 
lawless action.”  Because the modern interpretation 
of  free speech has fewer restrictions than that of  
the Founding Era, the Supreme Court’s current 
outlook on free speech aligns more closely with the 
text of  the First Amendment than the Founders’ 

own opinions did. Simply put, the Supreme Court’s 
recent expansion of  protected expression has made 
the First Amendment’s guarantee of  freedom of  
speech more free. 
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